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As a living organism, Human being is prone to death, thus during the life period, 
considering being immortal, thus that fact is impossible, so, making values, humanistic 
acts, remembrance for the new generations is the reality that can be performed.  

This is a philosophical evaluation, from perspective of medical point of view. 
Neonatology, the Medical Science at birth, thus most death encountered period, so near 
life preterm infant is the focus at consideration of life and death.  

ach person has different attitude, thus may be reflecting to their 

behaviour, so, the inferior is most important, thus, we cannot confirm it.  

This is a personal consideration of life and death, not be as strict or exact 

truth, just a subjective one.  

This unit is as given some thought from Quran perspective, as looked 

by death and being words.  

 

Outline 

Life, existence and after life, death 

AIM: The words; existence and death at Quran is taken for individual discussion 

based on medical perspective. Thus not a religious consideration.  

Grounding Aspects: Quran1-2, from Ahmed Hulusi web indications; a) presence; 

97 verses, from 874 subject, result 1057, b) Death; 73 Verses, 241 subject, 291 

result.  
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Introduction: The meaning of Quran, presentation, so, as presence and death words, the 

thoughts be noticed at this unit. This article is a philosophical point of view at medical 

inspection.  

Notions: All assessments on presence and death and after life, also.  

Conclusion: The presence, after life being personal announcement, from health/medical 

and physician point of view, especially considering at Intensive Care Unit of Neonatology.  

Key Words: Neonatology, presence, and death in consideration 

 

Özet 

Varlık, Yaşam ve yaşam ötesi, Ölüm  

Amaç: Varlık, yaşam ve yaşam ötesi, ölüm boyutunda, Kuran ayetleri ile bir kişisel bakış 

yapılmaktadır, ki bu inanışa dayalı bir değerlendirme değildir.  

Dayanaklar/Kaynaklar: Ahmed Hulusi Kuran 1, 2 temelinde, web düzeninden 

alınarak, a) varlık; 97 sure, 874 ayet ve sonuçta 1057 kelime geçişi ile, b) ölü-ölüm; 

73 sure, 241 ayet ve 291 kelime geçişinden yararlanılmıştır.  

Giriş, Tanım: Kuran kelime anlamı olarak, sunum, taktim olduğu dikkate alındığında, bir 

felsefe boyutu olarak ele alınarak, varlık ve ölüm konusu irdelenmektedir. Bakış açısı tıp 

ve Yenidoğan ağırlıklı olduğu görülecektir.  

Sonuç: Tüm yaklaşımlarda sonuç olarak yaşam, varlık ve ölüm vurgusu olduğu 

gözlenecektir.  

Yorum: Varlık ve yaşam sonucunda ölüm kavramlarının tamamen kişisel bakış açısı olduğu, 

hekim gözü ile ele alındığı ve Yenidoğan Yoğun Bakım yaklaşımı içinde olunduğu 

algılanacaktır.  

Anahtar Kelimeler: Neonatoloji, Varlık, ölüm irdelenmesi 
 

Introduction 
No one gives us any information, thus, no one be return back, after death. Only 

estimations and at religious books, thus more than this written ones, epic histories, 

fairy tales are more dominant.  

So, from written Quran the personal evaluation is made as below.  

Existence, Presence 
When we considered the Creation, it is an atomic formation, constructing molecules 

and be in combination that forming whether conglomerate or forming special 

materials.  

Human being is not an exception, so, we are a creation at this Universe. Not making 

as a body about such discrimination, exception from others, in body construction. 

The main perspective by our mind, our decision, education that leads civilization 

and also a personal ideas, philosophies and also making arts.  

The top is the love concept, united by friendship at brotherhood relation.  
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The reality, according to RNA, genetic configuration, there are only one kind, 

Homo sapiens, sapiens, from a mother ovum, that by male DNA transferring. We 

are from same family, as proved by SARS-Covid-19, only infected generally to 

Human being.  

When considering the concept of existence as below. 

Human being, like other formed ones, be a person, after birth, thus, at life, 

afterwards, not considering, perceiving that they are the created ones. People 

mostly after such education, gaining money, being rich, by words, believes, and 

assuming being at the creation, thus, acting as an idolatry, at top, not indicating as 

a person by habits.   

At Medical Clinics, saying the patient problems are discussed, thus, just be at the 

guiding rules, not considering innovative decision, not making tailoring the drugs, 

so, not be directly helpful.   

Evaluating the habits and attitudes, not the mentioned facts, being acts contrary to 

the words to acts.  

When it is on science, by configurating the same aspects, the near result can 

be obtained, thus not at the fairy tales. Before any hesitations, the evidence be at 

the medical science, so, it can be  evaluated.  

Physician must be on evidence-based Medicine, so, the other outcome be as similar 

or same indication at the pathophysiology aspects.  

Be on Medical Science for the patient evidence, so can be search at references, for 

more information, about this symptoms.  

When on Medical Science, not be believed on fortune teller or any such factors, 

thus, most people want the outcome, so, physicians being in believe completely 

the discipline, not known the forthcoming, just estimate. Considering on 

optimistic, at medicine is indisputable to be on, but, not given any warranties.   

Everything be all wright, not so astonished, be on healthy and perfect, sentences 

are not a physician or medical staff words, all be inappropriate.  

Ethics, first being answering “what is right”, from ethical principles, not any 

estimations, later on, “what to do, ought to do” is the second act, to perform.  

Some water, cracking the seed, as more water content at our body, perceiving 

we are also a living organism, same as others, one day being died, thus, 

creation for Human being at humanity. B  

All nonliving and living ones being on creation, for us, born and died, the duration 

is the life, presence, physician man aim being on healthy, care and serve, with 

respect to individual rights.  

The purpose of life, for being as humanity, thus, we are Human being, but the 

problem is how? 

Not all features can be seen, like gravity, thus, they are not extra-ordinary, as 

phantastic ones, being on science is always in safe. B  
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Physicians decisions so widely be configurate, thus, all be on Medical science, 

mostly on basic medicinal sciences.  

Most people performed from other unusual facts, thus it is statistical factor, as in 

rotary, in gamble.  

The one who deny the scientific law, believing fake ones, the reality will not be 

within their indications, so not considering as righteous. Each day the sun rise 

at East, set West, can be indicating as the Sun, turns around the World? This is 

something, science is not same as what we can see.   

Increasing the oxygen concentration at the inhaled air, not meaning oxygen 

saturation will not be increase if the alveolus are filled. So, not direct reaction at 

the medical practice.  

If the decision is closed at a physician, they assume, by giving a medicine, the 

patient will be healed, hoping will be, not so sure about it.  

All the subjects and materials are a creation of the Universe, nothing and no 

body be a creator, just be maker, designer, inventor, not making an idol. Art 

making is a kind of inventing a new perspective of the World, so, they are a leader 

at art, thus not indication as an idiolectic.   

Physician is not a healer, just help people for healing, treatment and configurate 

the individual health status. 

Care and serve is not giving healing guaranties, thus, estimation is not a warranted 

the outcome.  

Whatever the status of Academic Position of a physician, even have advanced 

proficiency, not indicated as knowing all, must search the patient conditions, 

searching the references, thus all person is unique and special. Nothing is hiding 

at the science, thus, be search, be at exact, time, exact position and being exact 

person, for confirmative the facet.  

Physicians confirm that, their teacher is the patient, so be search and learn the 

medical science.  

Education is continuous, even at birth, must learn how to be breastfeeding, later up 

to last moment, be on science for taken information.  

Penicillin was the drug, to save from infection, thus, the resistance confirms 

that, it will not, so not adore it, individual resistant, defending system is the 

basic one, so, be aware of yourself, the health status. Be not pray to drugs, 

medicine, they are hope to useful to immune system.   

A Physician consider the individual reaction to diseases, so, it is unique and 

different response from each one.  

Each person has special defensing mechanism, so, not be similar to community.  

This Universe is modulated by scientific system, regulations among the natural 

law. The nature is not act according to our desires; it performs what it is.  

A physician try to control the health of a patient, serve and care, medicinal acts, 

first be protected, later on controlling, survey and last be treated.  
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The control is not in peoples hand, just taken precautions for not to be established 

any mishap.  

Be.ng on science, means knowing what will be going on. Spending a lot of 

money, cannot be away from the science, just spend worthless expenditure.   

A Physician exactly knows, all the reasoning and grounding about the symptoms 

be on Medical Science, not as illusions, so, be quite know the extent.  

What a miserable condition, being on phantasies, as, nothing will happened to me, 

thus, the science, the earthquakes not living in safe home.  

When quite sure about the reality, the happenings not on desires, just being 

on scientific features. The environmental facets, only be at natural conditions, if 

be against of them, the degeneration is obvious.   

Medical staff, always, and be at any condition being on medical science, the 

explanation, evaluation on completely at this discipline.  

Be quite sure and be stand upright, if you are at the medical science.  

All the concepts in medicine is at the same system, so, beginning form one side, 

leading you at the same positioning. If you cannot see and confirm what is in, put 

on the light, and illuminate the materials.   

Each evidence at the patient, being indicate the same, direct of reflective findings, 

so, evaluate one of them, leading the real one.  

What it is, question answer be for looking the scientific evidence, so grounding and 

reasoning leads you to the reality.   

You cannot find any exceptions, from the scientific system, all in one 

arrangement. Being the length of a shadow is same according to the sun rise, so, 

not even a millimeter differences.  

All the biological structures, Human being is sure to be on, the medical science 

conception, not any exclusion.  

Be on science, is knowing what the future will be.  

No one, nobody has any exception away from the science, scientific situations. 

The natural law, as gravity, effects to all one, even to flying birds.  

The medicine, the drugs, not changed the medical science, just being on the 

pathophysiological characteristics.  

Nature is being on the creation, the natural law, thus, some person is not sure on it, 

and proud makes them blind. 

Nature is same, as, the liver function, somehow, the role is near to all living 

creatures. Each people liver roles are varies, so, the functioning be on essential 

and satisfactory, in balancing the metabolism, so, not so making difference in 

general, until the insufficiency.    

Each person has different actions at the same organ system, so, be checked the role 

in the body, so the medicine be given, according to the position of it.  
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First be sure on the functioning of the organ system and later given the drug, 

medicine.  

Each happening is an exam, you can define on nature, scientifically, or 

individual desires, as an opposition strife, conflict, principally to opponent. The 

structure of an individual are a) independent, b) unique and c) brotherhood, as at 

French Revolutions symbols, thus, desires mostly turns them upside down.  

Each person is unique, sole and different responsive state, so, considering this fact, 

is not meaning a confliction.  

Medicine is a tailoring to the health application to the individual demands and 

requirements. 

Wise and educated people is quite sure on the scientific performances, so, not 

any Satan activities be at role, thus, only individual arrangements be the one 

being on role. Satan not an objective one, only a philosophy in mind, the evil act, 

not a solitary role, only people can perform, when on this feature, so, the quilt to 

the individual.   

When a physician being on Medical science, not on any evil acts, actuality on 

ethical principles.  

Be on ethical consideration, not any evil decision be letting to come in.  

Some people has a blockage at their decision, cannot overcome, not being on 

science, especially decide some placebo effects as certainty one, thus, not any 

proof, just hoping as actual. Blurring the perspective, as in trickeries, illusion acts, 

the reality and the seeing one is differs.    

Placebo effect and the medical treatment not same, one suggestive, the other one is 

on certainty, medical physiological act.  

People can assume the placebo effect, thus not the physician.  

Praying means the expecting the medical application, not from some other 

idiolectic characteristics. If a person not believing the science, being on religious, 

thus not being on written Holy Books, at epic histories, of course be in great danger.  

If a physician not on medical science, being on epic histories, tales and traditional 

believes, not being on medical act, be dismissed from that job. 

We hope, all of them income such optimism, that is all, as epic and other phantasies.  

If there is any discrimination about the equality of an individual, the relation 

is not at humanistic, so be not tolerable. Mostly sex is considering at common 

conversation’s, that leads the relation, communication as disrespect, and disregard.   

In medicine, each person is special, sole and differs, being as same Homo sapiens, 

sapiens, so, any discrimination is not being on, just specificity is the fact to be on. 

Any differences about the person is meaning classification of people, so, not be at 

any Humanity Rights to be confirm.  
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People mostly being assume some actor on the happenings, thus it is natural 

law, the Creational factors. Accusation be configurate an object, as God or Satan, 

so be overwhelmed denotation as odd item.  

Healing and ending the life, death, are all a natural features, that will be at medical 

practice, so physician be on healthy to Human being.  

Not being in acceptance or accusation and against it, aggressive, so, try to overcome 

the problem, by mind, act and with knowledge.  

The one at natural law, be taken precautions and be in safe. If you confirm the 

gravity, be care near a cliff, so, be aware about it, making a distance.  

Subjective, thus positive factors be if effective to endogenous hormone production, 

as, endorphin, seratonin, oxytocin and dopamine, so, the reasoning is such medical 

factors. 

Being influenced by some statement if your body be in influenced it only can be.  

If you have any kind of values and virtues, be in share them, not only indicated 

as money, knowledge, and love, friendship also. Being at tolerant, be acceptable 

if not quilt, being at humanity, being in forgiveness, making you superiority, and 

being in relation and friendly at the common.   

A medical staff be share the patient evidence, even at conferences, indicating the 

reality, the medical confirmation, so be taken as example or being away of the 

application. 

Forgiveness, not cancelled the crime, just given chance to change the position to 

ethical and compensation of the harm.  

Whatever it is, wherever you are looking for, the creation is everywhere, so, 

being on science, confirming the creation. Before making a decision, we live at 

natural system, not being on tales, phantasies and dreaming, all be at scientific 

commandments.   

Each person is differs, even at the body functions, thus, the medical science is same, 

as creation confirmed.  

Be in admiration of science, meaning learning, studying and education concerning 

them.  

Creational system can be seen by mind, at perception when you fell, you 

confirm the gravity. A plane flies, not contrary to gravity, thus some person, 

assume as conflicting, this leads them to phantasies, not changing the natural 

regulations.   

Critical healing of preterm infants, not an exception to medical science, the 

applications being more accurate to natural and pathophysiology of the critical 

preterm babies.  

Be on the patient organ system, not at guidelines, thus, advice leads to individual 

body organization.  

Any evidence from a patient, indicates the tissue system functioning according 

to the medical science, so, carefully be evaluated by medical awareness, so, not 
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be disrespect even a minor one. Neonatology Intensive Care Unit staff, for 24 

hours, being alert to individual, especially preterm infant monitoring, so evaluate 

it.   

Small evidence being an indication of a disastrous issue, so, only expert medical 

team be on alert.  

In Medicine nothing be as minor or major, so, be making decision what to do.  

Each acts, in this Universe, being at the same scientific system, not any 

exceptions, being on this rules, means safe in actions. Being on science, as 

praying of the system, so, regulations have not any exceptions.   

Clinical practice, obligatory on Medical science, not any exceptions, even at 

decision.  

Being on safe, taking precautions and care and serve indications are meaning on 

being at the natural, creational commandment.  

Obviously, you may forgetting some factors, thus be in open mind, and hearing 

and seeing the specified issues. When whether is cold and icy, you must take 

precautions, even at walking not to slip.   

Not estimated that, any medical staff, at Neonatology Intensive Care Unit, 

disregard the oxygen saturation of a preterm infant.  

Information given is an individual human rights, thus consent is personal 

acceptance.  

If you are in humankind, the presence for friendship as brotherhood relation, 

by ethical principles, making great effort, not for personal proceeds, just for 

individual justices, they will be on the road of humanity. Be on Human Rights, 

indicating you as a Human being.  

A Physician mainly considers the individual rights and personalities, for respect 

them, honored them, so, treatment grounded on such relations. 

Being a human, indicates being on Human Rights, with ethical principles. 

The unknown can be clarified, by the education, researching and be work on 

it. A Medical staff is not considered the unknown as magic or such situations, must 

be on medical science, reality.   

Continuous follow-up at the Intensive Care Units, for nonstop re-evaluating the 

status of the patient, so, be informed before severe problems, happened.  

Being on the problem, means close to the solution.  

When a person biking in mind, you cannot show the reality, they looked and 

see their fairy tales, reams, not the exact one, reality. When a person is not on 

reality, what is happened on, then they must be dismissed from the Unit team.   

Neonatology Intensive Care Unit members be so close together, at reality, first 

indicate the mark, then the discussion. If the discussion away of science, then 

instantly be discharged.  

Being on medical science is vital important, so, any dreamy ones be meaning 

discharged your, whatever the situation is.  
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When the result is obvious, not as if indication, just be a brutal lesson not to 

be done again. Each medical procedures has some benefit aiming, thus if side 

effects be encountered, directly cancelled, and find a solution for it.  

Primmum non no cere is the first ethical principles, not making any harm, so, harm 

is more obvious than benefit.  

Harm is sure obvious, not deny, just find a resolution for it.  

After some successful action, a person look themselves as an idealistic feature, 

thus, idol on it, so, a part of the reality and condition. Being yourself god, 

goddess, is mostly a humanistic perspective, as at art or another action, that be on 

perfect attitude.   

If a physician be on idealistic act, a patient, collapsed the situation, so, being on 

medical science and diversity of individuals, makes them more contented.  

Be not saying, I know, just be I will learn and be later on contribute, even simple 

question has hard answer.  

Not hope to be sun set will be later on, same as it is, each person be hopeful, 

the sun is born, the future will be a new one. Yesterday past, the experience, 

tomorrow is the future not known, what will be, thus, today is the living duration, 

so, live in love at happy, whatever the situation it is, be make happiness to you.  

Medically, we will not know the future, thus, the action will be today, according to 

evidence-based medicine, at medical practice.  

Happiness is individual effort, so, unhappiness is also an individual one, mostly 

from surrounding factors.  

If you deny the evidence from your desires, they it forced you to continue and 

make liar, such, continues, goes on, making you such a disastrous condition. 

You may not evaluate at true features, so, if you confirm the truth, return to the 

reality, if not, it makes you so painful state.   

Not exact evaluation can be made, so, after noticed, return to the authenticity is a 

habit of a physician.  

Not indicate as it is completely true, thus might be later changed and be differs what 

is at the beginning. In medicine, nothing at the individual, exact, so being decide.  

The short -sighted and pervert believes person, not want to see the reality, just 

required to hear, their desires, their demands, so, not be in relation. Being in 

relation, the relatives at humanity, ethical concepts and at scientific creational 

system, if not be close together, not listening yourself.   

Medical staff must speak in medical science, thus, an individual wants to hear, from 

their perspectives, when the patient be healthy, reasoning as exact time, thus not 

be at the same frequency.  

If you want to go East, the other to West, not be on the same road, just be crossed 

at the middle of the Earth, just passed, not being together.  

For understanding the fact, you must be in education, not meaning knowing, 

and getting diplomas, being in experience at the proficiency, at art, at 
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humanity, thus, they are mostly in pleasure. Computers knows a lot, thus not any 

action, not any decision, even artificial decision capacity is given.   

A physician be focused from the patient perspective, not knowledge based or 

demanding ones, but, the core is the individual, all tissue systems.  

To be aware of at medicine, be on the patient evidence, continuous follow up the 

medical phases.  

Science is not being by the scientific person, it is continuous, endlessly 

develops, confirms the creation concepts, one by one, step by step. Each steps 

are from the logically, precise being, so, referring, and informative and argument 

confirmative ones be the pioneers on science.   

Physicians know that each person is just a brick at the civilization, if being at 

medical science findings, so, the main core, origin is the patients.  

First you must perceive what you are seeing, and confirming the differences, aware 

from scientific point of view.  

Some thoughts can be stimulated from usual factors; thus it is usual, but, your 

decision is the exception, thoughts are the special one. Before starting a trip, a 

voyage to seaside, you must checked the car; petroleum, water, general condition, 

last mechanical checking, not forget the pressure of tire, as the balancing of the 

pressure if not be equal, the car turns and ,   

Time is not returning back, as you are always at forward, not stay, not hesitate, be 

unceasingly advanced in medical science and practice, you are a physician, the age 

is not important.  

If you are a specific, sole and only one individual, thus, your ideas, your status is 

unique, so, say, write something being contribute to this Universe.  

For an unexplained happenings, even the gravity, being confirmed from elf or 

fairy features, so, grounding and reasoning of them from science be cancelled, 

thus denying the reality. Being at fairy at the reality, means not at the actual world.   

If physician accepts the treatment will be from fairy features and elf creatures, so, 

not at medical science, and not be a medical doctor.  

For expression, description of something, you can use fairy tales, dreams, 

phantasies, for an example, not indicating as actual, real, and scientific.  

Being on science is not an individual act, it must a common behaviour and 

attitude. Even children listen thus, not believe fairy creatures, taken as example of 

father or mother, as indication.   

Especially at Neonatology Intensive Care Units, all team members be at the 

scientific attitude, so the communication, relation be at reality verdicts on evidence 

based-medicine.  

One for all, all for one, standing on reality at science, with ethical, humanity 

perspectives. 

Disastrous conditions are mainly from our acts, natural self-balancing state, 

for controlling and being safe for them. Each Natural law has a period required 
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for occurrence, so, not be so fast desire, must wait the duration, like a good wine 

needs years for maturation.   

If the fever is lowered, this means the medicine is affected, thus not be a treated, so 

must continue to give it.  

Thanks God, the hazardous effects and even cruel behaviour, required time, so, 

easily be confirmed and being against it.  

Information is given for confirmation the status, the adverse ad also the 

duration of healing, at medicine consent is essential, for the Right of a People 

be sure about what is going on. An individual, be informed, where, what and who 

will be later on, thus, all are estimation in medical science, not given a fortune 

telling.   

A physician information is not on fortune telling, just a program of performing, 

thus if any hazardous, being not continue is the fact to follow.   

Information is just some knowledge before, thus not indicated the result, exactly.  

If a person cannot solve the problem, pray to God, for help, if they solve it, 

indicated that, they can do it, so, as a human, arrogance dan complaint is a 

personal habit. Whether this or that, you must grounded to yourself, education is 

mainly for yourself, not for being pride.   

If the patient is completely healed, this is not by a physician, only a medical role, 

contribute the healing.  

We are not alone, so we will be up this stage, even by our teachers, so, life is still 

goes on, thus, being at humanity is important.  

Consider yourself, from childhood up to the old stages, so much altering, 

entertaining and sad moments, all constructed ourselves, we are the one, for 

forming us. Life contains positive and negative occasions, all be at one person, so, 

the behaviors and attitudes be establishing us.   

Each physician realised that, whatever the medical applicant is, the personal 

reaction, immune system is the one confirming the outcome.  

Be on the personal defence mechanism, so each age has different reactional state, 

not same.  

Some scientific verdicts are exact, not can have any controlling, like sun rise 

and sun set, thus we must arrange according to this arrangement. Living 

organism must take food for nutrition, required not only for energy, being is 

supporting from nourishment.   

The Medical knowledge continuously advanced, from macro to minor and 

metabolic consideration, so each person will be the one, who teaches the physician 

about the facts.  

Being, as same person, thus, so many changes at the functioning of the body, itself 

also.  

Some people mostly be at themselves, first they must figure out themselves, 

thus not be an in exaggeration or minimalization, be at the common sense. 

Açıklamalı [MAA1]:  
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Egoism is keeping their rights at the community, if overstated, not be in acceptable 

one.   

Before any medical procedures, first be noticed the person medical status, 

symptoms, and objectives, later being on laboratory tests.   

If the knowledge is scarce, then not be going further, taken information consultation 

is essential. 

Establishing one at their status, not looking at the mirror, being social and 

moral aspects also. If you say I know, the question how far the knowledge. 

Scientific facts can have a beginning thus, not any ending of the science.   

A physician be first believe the Medicine science, so being on it, indicates complete 

considering on it.  

If you are not quite sure, you cannot believe, just be in estimation. 

People mostly find same kind of individual as themselves, for relation and 

being in cooperation. Being in medical science, be together with such people.  

A Medical staff can only get together on medical science, not being together on 

fairy and even at placebo tolerant ones.  

If we want to be together with some person, they must be on the same road of ethical 

and humanity perspectives.  

The evidence from a patient is obscure and in reality, so, if you deny it, you 

are out of logic, mathematical science. Being on individual evidence, is the basic 

perspective for the evident-based science confirmation.   

Whatever the approach, the indication and the result be at the patient evidence.  

Being on the exact evident, the results and the logic confirmation be sure on 

righteous.  

The evidence must be noted, so be discussed, evaluated, first given the result, 

later on evaluate it at Medical Science. Being on discussion, first the number be 

in exact form and situation, not be given any argument.   

If the oxidative result is low, the finger situation be noticed, may be not suitable for 

taken the outcome.  

When getting a result, this must be an indication of what you want to get, not be 

taken any argument.  

There will be several solution, thus, be for the patient condition. Making 

tailoring is the factor, the medicine be revised, adapted, and be appropriate for the 

case.   

At clinical application, there is mostly a guideline, thus it must be fit to the case.  

You may use the equipment, but it must be suitable at the case. 

Teacher essential to learn, thus, later on each person be themselves teacher. 

Education is continuous effort, with demanding to learn, and be in advanced, 

progress.   
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In Medicine each case and patient be a teacher, if the physician be by medical 

science, study and learn deeply.  

When in education, if apart of science, being immediately return to medical 

discipline.  

Believing and being on medical science is obligatory essential, thus if not, 

nonbeing, permitted in medical team. Be on mathematical logic, decision be 

more useful, but the humanistic consideration be also included at the verdict.   

Decision making contains at least two aspects: one for medical science on evident, 

thus at the second social and personal consent. 

Medical verdict, must be not on references, being on case, patient evident.  

The written ones are not on extension, thus, decision required on allowance of 

ideas, medical cognitive factors. Being on decision, must leads to progress, 

advanced and evaluative concept.   

A physician quite sure on that, each case is in progression of their medical 

knowledge, for progression.  

If you applied the same, as the disease parameter, you are in regulation, not being 

on patient diversity, so, not at medical practice.  

If you take precautions, the accident will not be happened or slightly passed. 

From hard protection, being on the science is essential, so, it will be easy for 

estimation.   

Each day physician will be in pleasure, for learning and also contribute the patient 

at their health status.   

If you will be at care and serve, if the pot is hot, you will not hold it. This is a 

knowledge and practice, as, medical education, quite hard applications performed.  

Atom is blast, makes great energy, unification of atoms also mor energy 

configuration, thus, we are all formed form atoms as with energy. All the 

creatures are formed from same micro system.  

A physician cannot be noticed any exception at this Universe, the science is same 

as everywhere.  

You must give a stimulus, standard one, thus, not be sure about the reaction, each 

case has specific one.  

Each process must have a duration for occurrence, each person due to some 

time passed, not the same metabolism or condition. You cannot get a crop, after 

a week planting the seed, so, if this is happens, there must be hint a liar.   

A child speaks like an adult, thus not taken their consent, being maturation is 

required.  

No one accepted a patient be sure and understand their condition, even they are a 

physician, the subjective looking is different then objective one.  
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If you take at a fairy perspective, not be at medical science. Dreams are a 

subjective happening, thus not be on reality aspects, even be on real concepts, but 

not consider as future, fortune teller.   

Estimation if grounded on the phantasies, be aware, not being together with.  

Making hypothesis is on scientific evidence approximation, not at fairy ones.  

When you discover or learning some medical science fact, your duty is to 

educate it to other colleagues. The civilization be only continues by education to 

new generation and the person who want to instruct.   

First each case finding be an educational lesson, so, each person is a subject of 

natural case.  

Nor case, means more education, if you confirm the patient as a teacher.  

If you believe magic and some sanctified, divine concepts, not on creation 

system, not at scientific law, you will not be on reality until ending such trust, 

being on torment, until ending it. Some are in annoyance at their life, thus, if you 

believe some extraordinary features, you will not be sure about living and life 

conditions, always afraid of.  

The only and be sure being on is medical science, if not, not be at medical practice. 

The sun rise, not for your demand and wishes, it is a geographical system as routine 

aspect, so not considered another evaluation.  

Not same requirements of each person, standard is not meaning as same as 

everyone, just giving some informative state. Effective, efficient, and essential 

ones to requirements to whom, to the person, a specific, sole and characteristics 

unity.   

Clinical applications in education as same, thus in practice, it is differs, upon the 

patient.  

Before any medical procedures, each person be quite sure about the patient 

conditions and other specifications.  

The creation commandment is not changed, thus, the individual situations 

differs only the perspective, so, if you know how to look the point of view, you 

can considered what is happened. You can see, wherever you are looked for, this 

side shows sea, the counter window be demonstrates the mountain, so where your 

are looking for, what your are seeing for.  

Creation differs upon your looking, so, be at the point of patient, each person being 

on medical science, thus, understanding and confirming being differs.  

Be aware of the personal differences, all be at medical science, thus not at same 

measured characteristics.  

Nobody is under a supervision of something, only being in mind and by heart, 

so, using their mind, without any influences, especially any epic ones, so 

perceive who they are. Forcing, oppression and any cruel act is forbidden, so, 

independent, and freedom is the main characteristic of any Human being, nor 

influenced by pressure, let they make their consent.  
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Informative consent is the main, required ethical concept, for medical procedures.  

Each person has right to their body, so, Right to Life fact is the only exception.  

Sometimes we are not quite sure, who is at the righteous, so, we follow-up, to 

confirm not be at harm and cruelty, so they are obvious, when compared to 

the benefit. In Medicine, not so afraid of for making harm, just following the case, 

in every manner, and be aware, care and serve them, and taking precautions.   

The basic approach at medicine, for being on healthy, later taken precautions, 

cautiously and care the person, the last if ineffective treat the case.  

Be in patiently care and serve, in advance, so, you are not knowing the future, so, 

taken safeguards.  

When giving 100 percent oxygen to preterm infant, thus, not increasing the 

oxygenation, not meaning a false or fake evident, this means lung alveolus are 

filled with fluids. In preterm infants, the usual oxygen, room air is sufficient, if the 

oxygen saturation drops, not meaning as not satisfactory oxygen given, if you do 

not know, or denying the result, the patient is going worse and worse.   

A physician if not comply the result, evident, so, asking, taken consultation or even 

an expert opinion on it, so not considering the evident evaluation as fake or false. 

If the evident is sure and not explained, try to find someone to explain the condition.  

In order to get the full power as an administrative state, making themselves 

idol, thus, not a creator, so, the focus at the patient, the case. Even you know 

everything, a malformation be first be seen, so not sure about the informative state.   

In Medicine, no one said, I know, just I research the references, evaluate and being 

decide on the basis of the patient, case.  

Being quite sure, only at the evidence, not the reasoning and grounding on medical 

science.  

Scientific evaluation is continuous, even after ending, it is more obscure. Being 

on medical science, being on medical discussion even after death, path clinical 

discussions have mor contribution to the science.   

The Human being is in same structure, so even past is also in medical 

consideration, even thousand years before. 

Even a medical side effect, adverse reactions repeated, this means not cumulative 

knowledge, not an indication of civilization. 

If you have any suspicious, thus not at the medical science, only for confirming 

the reality, you must be work hard on the subject, it is the patient. In order to 

solve a problem, first you must make a question, later be finding the answer.  

Clinician, first confirming the problem as notified the symptoms and objective 

findings, that leads to the case and the problem.  

The exact truth is not so simple, it is in a collaboration of several medial sciences.  
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Each academic individual can have different ideas, so, conferences are the best 

for medical science progression. Each person has some specialty differs, some at 

positive some at negative consideration.   

Consultation is the primary important in medicine.  

Each hand is not same, the fingerprints also at different consideration, as in disease, 

the outcome be also varies.  

Life, existence and after life, Death1, 2 
Each structure has a life, even mountains be collapse, volcanoes be burned out, for 

several thousand years. Human being is mostly less then 100 years, so, the life 

duration effectively be lived. 

Born, and death between is not indicating as life. Because at childhood, not sure on 

their mind, be effective after maturation. Education is also at scholastic situation, 

not at personality.  

Some people will not at independence, under pressure, not indicating their 

personality, Freedom is to be also later on sole, unique personality, equality in 

aspect. Being at brotherhood relation is the third aspect, as the French Revolution.  

Each person has diverse life duration, not be same. The ideas, the philosophies are 

the main differences, as art will be also an indication of personality.  

Way of making tea, meal, and other humanistic actions confirms the variety, and 

discriminates the life, existence. 

Specificity makes them be presence after life.  

What will be the only one to be and being for life and living is love. Love confirms 

the personality, the remembrance and be generation to generation.  

The meaning of living and death 

The one essential for our life, if not being, also a reason for us to die. Water is 

the most important one, if not crucial amount, not being survive, it is vital.   

For each person, decision be among their requirement, satisfactory and according 

to the condition.  

There is guidelines, thus, demanding is the most important one, if thirsty must give 

and be over the recommendation indications.  

Mostly at teen age period, assuming not to be die, so accidental death is 

common. Accidents mostly occurred to the person, not taken precautions.   

Not be in treatment, physician making check-up measures and controlling the 

health, so, this is primary medical application than medication.  

Each night is a simulation of death, each morning is an imitation of birth, so the 

day is the life.  
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If you consider the death, so, life is very astonishing or so calm and be so sure. 

You can take most risks when there is not any life be in dangerous position.   

Each disease will be leading to death, so, healthy be the aiming one.  

Each day is an example at life, form positive to negative diversity, so be in love be 

main aiming focus.  

Some stimulation is awaking us, from unethical concepts, thus love and not to 

make harm confirming to change the method, direction. When at resuscitation 

procedure, if not applied, alternative method be used, not satisfactory time.   

The main medical concept, the verdict be on medical science, patient evidence and 

adaptation to the individual, so, not be so strict, evaluation, follow-up is essential.  

Decision making unceasingly be achieved, according to the evidence, and by 

altering the indication.  

The physician if indicated all the applications be according to standard 

medication, means that, not want to be on care, treatment, just be teacher, 

consultation of the team, not want directly taken the responsibility. Guidelines 

can give only advices, thus be applied, or diverted, upon the case, patient evidence.  

A physician cannot give any guaranties of treatment; thus, no one knows and be 

sure about the outcome, survey be also not so sure the result. 

In ethical concept, each person has right to live, so euthanasia cannot be taken in 

consideration, thus it is a crime in Turkey.  

Naturally, the disease confirm their process, so, medical applications, be 

overcome the sickness treating to Human being. If a person is not act 

overwhelming the diseases, this means, not be a humanity performance.   

You may not have any guaranties for being healthy, thus, a physician must 

performing the utmost medical effort for the Right to Live.  

The main duty of a person, love the humanity, being serve and care the person, for 

healthiness, be on Right to Live.  

Nature does not make any exception, if you put your hand to fire, it burns. 

Being on science means in security, being on medical science, means in healthiness, 

or less illness.   

A physician is quite sure, not to know every medical aspects, just being at the 

patient, they will be educated from the case.  

Whatever or whoever you started from, science is in combination of all, so, you 

will reach the point.  

When a person walking at the humanity, thus not reaching an end and died, 

not be indicating as death, be a livid, other must take the flag of humanity and 

being continued. Civilization when considered as a building, each person put a 

brick, thus may be died, thus, the objective contribution make them as if alive.  

Pato-clinical conferences are the main contribution characteristic for the medical 

science, so, passing one is have a great role.  
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Pasts are some positive role to the civilization and humanity, so not considered 

them as passed out, they are livid, at yourself.  

Each factor in Nature has contribution to us, even by medicine science, even 

for the humanity consideration, so, open your eyes and being considering the 

life. Each happening has some contribution to our life, be aware of them.   

Each case is a contribution to a physician as educational state and even to medical 

science, so bearing in mind is so imperative.  

Each case as an indication as Human family, that genetically we are from same 

RNA in cooperation as brotherhood, so, be confirm the meaning of this concept.  

Each person life is short, so let your heir to the new generations, as love and 

being in love at humanity consideration. Being what you left behind, money will 

all be shared and spending, thus love at memories, will not, being to grandchildren 

as a gift.   

In medicine death is not ending the medical science, the cumulation of knowledge 

form death person has vital important in medical practice.  

Not only a gravestone, but form also passing out parents, the memories and other 

values are immortal.  

Fight and assassination is not acceptable, causing someone to death, means 

killing to each person, so, fight only be agreed by defence, and for life saving. 

Nowhere, at nothing on ethical principles be advised any killing or so on, protection 

and serve and care of life, as, Right to Life is the only one.   

Physicians main duty can be noted as, love the humanity, hate is the enemy of at 

this Universe.  

The only you can be active at the criminal act, others be only information be given, 

informed consent is the requirement at their act.  

For fearing of death, not to be obey and be a slave, so, go, be an immigrant, 

not out of independency, so, your personality cannot be. An individual, freedom 

is obligatory be present, if not, you are under a personal demand.   

The physician responsible to a patient is taken all the responsibility, can be making 

consultation, thus legally the one who care and serve has the accountability.  

Not any excuse to be a slave, thus, death is better then being slave, so, being 

immigrant be the best.  

Archeological findings indicates the way of life at ancient times, when 

considering the civilization, not the buildings, thus, the right to life and people 

is the factor for distinctive. Being at civilized community, not at richness, rights 

to each person, under balanced characteristics.   

The Medicine is from Human being, so, the old ones, can be taken as a positive 

sample, when considering the patient rights at medicine.  

Ethical principles are old as more than thousand years, thus at Hippocrates they 

were at written concept.  
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If you are at medical education, each patient will be main educator, so, being 

enthusiastically from generation to generation. There must be an origin of an 

education, at medicine it is patient.   

Theorem in Medicine be combined and be mixed at practice, so, main education 

method is practical in treatment.  

Resuscitation at Neonatology, directly a death or going to die infant up to alive, 

lived, and not have any debilities.  

The evidence from a patient, confirms whether positive or negative result, 

what you have done at medical practice, so, decide from the patient perspective 

for benefit. Be aware what will be going to do, after any medicine given to a 

patient, not at your desires, be adverse side effects must keep in mind.   

At clinic, especially in Intensive Care Unit, the medical equipment be suitable for 

the urgent and required matters. 

Give, whatever needed, required and suitable at the case, not less or nor more.  

Nothing have a special place at the science, all the person is same, only the 

known, expert, and unfamiliar ones be separated. You cannot write, if you have 

no idea about the language, you must first learn it.  

In medicine, only the profession physician can concern the disease for treatment.  

Practitioner can be at low medical problems, the advance problems be for expert 

physician, proficiency essential, except emergency situations.  

If you did not accept the evident, as decreased oxygenation, money cannot be 

solve the problem, medicine application bey expert opinion can be solved. If 

the high oxygen concentration is given, vasodilation and plasma be at alveoli, so, 

not any diffusion be performed.  

If you give, and not get the result, there must be a pathological concept, so if not 

known, take profession advice, consultation.  

You may not know it; thus, the patient can be given the information, but it you take 

consultation, advice.  

Personal believe will one day be failed, so being on medical science, always be 

at goodness. The core, the known one is the patient, professors can only be given 

advice and making consultation, not meaning exactly at the truth, be aware.   

A physician taken the guidelines, thus being at the patient evident.  

Being at Intensive Care, a team is ready for individual acts, due to the patient 

factors, so ready and have responsibility.  

Medial responsibility one day be ending, so, even ready for the legitimate, 

because the children be grown and be family accused to you. Being a physician 

not meaning at the hospital duration, at life period of the patient be also in 

consideration.   

In medicine all the application be in written form, so, after several years passed 

care and serve factors be evaluated.  
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Each medical indications be even for hundred years later a fundamental of medical 

science.  

Not to give up at the philosophy, when at goodness and humanity, making risk 

the life to death, thus, being on ethical principles, as serve and care. Even you 

are in danger of life, physician must be active to care the life, even at the war.  

Physicians are at the first line at war, when a solider is wounded be reach and try 

to be in life, for emergency aid.  

Not to afraid of dying is not meaning to risk the life, your life, because if you die, 

who will save the life, a physician must think this concept.  

If you are escaping to defend the truth, the Right of an individual, may be not 

physically hurt, thus mentally and mindfully be upset. Being defending the 

Rights and independency, is the only one for acceptable, thus, if not, not being at 

humanity.  

Right to Life is the main protection and fighting for the individual health. 

Being alert and ready to help, is the medical education program, for all the staff.  

If a person died during the fight of Human Rights and individual health, as for 

disease control, infected and died from the disease, being not as death, vivid 

for humanity. Be in peace, thus an accidental factors, earthquakes fighting with 

the problems be required.   

Each physician be died from medical action, thus, be remembered and be in 

respect, after died.  

A person in bodily, not immortal, thus, their aims, minds, philosophy be lived after 

death.  

Each living one ,one day be died, thus what will be the heir, money spending 

easily and quickly, or humanity that be carried after death. The one who 

performs harm and cruelty, not be restful, not feeling safe.   

A physician cannot give warranties, thus, even after death of the patient, the family 

even feels thankfulness.  

Being at humanity is always feeling pleased, thus, keeping it not so easily. 

Heir, not only as money, humanistic acts, production of values are also heir, 

not for the family, thus for the people, who concerns. The heir is not for 

spending, thus be more advanced and increased as humanity features.   

An heir is for the new generations, as a case in medicine, for the other patient’s 

treatment and application.  

The heir be in education be following not directly, be increased and upright in 

development and progress.  

Forgiveness is not in words, by reforming and be serve and caring the harm 

and individual rights. The harm and cruel act be obvious than benefit, thus, so the 

compensation also obviously be confirmed.   
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For medical application, main harm is not assessed the evident, thus, for overcome 

an individual be resist to evaluate, so the team must be aware of it.  

Altogether means, helping and aware the person, nor good not at bad actions.  

Individual demands, desires, not be distributed the balancing of the benefit of 

common, so, one person rights border, up to the other individual ones. Being 

not cancelled from governmental force unless the fact be for common benefit.  

A physician cannot be concerns their individual rights, so if exhausted, the team be 

changed to position.  

Medicine 24 hour on duty, so, rotational action be as routine accomplishment.  

The creation confirm, when a person is dying, not taken extra breath and not 

heart beats, so resuscitation being confirm this, and be ready before. Being 

prepared at the resuscitation, at the delivery room, each person must be educated 

and ready for the action, so, not needed any other person for help.  

If you want to help, in medicine, you must be educated, trained, and gained the 

procedure.  

Each act be for the creation, at medical science, so, be sure the application.  

For humanity performing, only being at the same state, at cruel condition, not 

acceptable so, you must change the place. Being in love only at the respectful 

person and reverent place.   

Even for emergency care, physician must carry the body to safe place for 

resuscitation, thus even in the sea, holding the head up and breath given in safely. 

You can only give the education if the student is demanding and wanting the 

education.  

The result and the performed act is the one who indicated your aim an action 

as benefit or harm. Being evaluated directly from activity and performing realistic 

happened ones.   

In medicine, the written and the patient evidence is the court valuation in courtyard, 

not evaluation, thus, the assessment be based upon the patient, evident 

amalgamation.  

Be on the objective one, not subjective aspects.  

In Medical Science, the heir is the one, who will be advanced and be let the 

value, information be more progressive, developed one, not as genetically. First 

being an heir to someone, you must earn it.  

Each physician is an heir of the old medical staff, so unceasingly be going on.  

Heir is not for spend, for progressing at the humanity, not in staying position.  

Medically each person is unique and has specific, so, be in written medical 

procedures and application, thus be an example of the others, if not in benefit 

being also a lesson, not to perform. Writing is the evident be timelessly 

permanent.   
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Writing each condition and patient evident are not only for law, just for progression 

of the medical science.  

If you want to yourself being known, be left behind the written ones.  

When a person is respectful, the community by adding, some phantasies, epic 

stories, and diverted to extraordinary human, so, being isolated not to be taken 

as example. If you want to isolate a person, hate is not so effective, just be notified 

as goddess or idol, so, everyone adores thus be together with them.   

Advertisement is forbidden in medicine, so, the physician will be at adore one, just 

the medicinal action, science be the only one.  

If the teacher stand at the blackboard, not be unified by students, so, afraid able 

teacher, thus, within the students, talking, speaking is the more effective in 

education.  

Do we have enough time to see the end, thus, no one knows. Being taken the 

benefit of end, it can be by   

What will be when in medical application, so, estimation is not so on exact, thus, 

follow-up and searching the patient situation is the concept to be done.  

The main aware in medicine is no to be neglected, and careless approach, so the 

team is for them avoidance such debit.  

Being sure about the real position, means can be go forward. If you are in fairy 

concept, you cannot do nothing.   

A physician first act, to know, understand the patient, so history, physical 

examination, and laboratory tests for searching, later on medical application.  

Even at emergency the case and the condition first be evaluated, for proper 

resuscitation performed.  

When a physician confirms the patient problem, must be informed to medical 

team, so, the correct approach be achieved. Being aware of the problem, means 

to be noticed the team about it.   

The main first approach to understand the effect of the disease to the case, so, each 

patient is unique and not same, may be similar, thus, not let you to misleading.  

First evaluate the case, search the references, and later be at the medical application, 

procedures.  

The physical factor, at middle of night, the hormonal production is less, so, if 

not stimulated, be prone to die, mostly old ones. Being so anxious and be in 

happy mood, thus, stimulation is actively contribute the function of the body.  

Dopamine is the most used medicine, so, regulate the function of the organ systems. 

So, the regulation, ultra-low, low, medium, high, highest doses have different action 

on physiologically, so evaluate the patient and give according to it.  

Even you try for getting as two point, the result be more than twenty, this is 

because of endogenous positive contribution about it. If you are at and in a 
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goodness, in community, several person be with you, even the first time you meet 

them.   

Giving moral and any support to patient be receiving more outcome than 

predictable.  

Even at placebo, physically not any positive effect, thus, endogenous, dopamin, 

dobutamin, endorphin, oxytocin and seratonin.  

Physician is also surer that, not everything be going on as indicated and 

expected, several extra problems and bad situations be notified, so, not be 

angry, try to overcome them. When in education at medicine, students be 

expecting at practice, that, teacher makes extra problem, without any notification, 

so, not be in surprise, be at solving position.   

At Neonatology Intensive Care Unit, the medical facilities being arrange for the 

worse condition, so, get ready about it, even making educational practice. 

For ventilation processing, if the electricity is get out, you must perform by hand 

ventilators, so, not any breaking the procedure.  

Some professors, indicating the medication and application and left, thus, the 

clinical outcome be so different according to patient, so, immediate another, 

alternate process be done. Because of immediate changing, on call sometimes not 

satisfactory, being in unit is the one to be desired.   

Standards in medicine is not a strict one, starting thus, be shifting or alternative 

one according to the patient is clear.  

Guidelines are not standards, so, driving at right lane, not meaning to be sometimes 

at left line.  

In medicine being always in hope is essential, thus, you must need extra energy 

and moral, sometimes, so confidence is the only being a source. Hope for 

positive concepts is the main humanity application guideline.   

In resuscitation the main energy given one is hope, thus even some hours be for 

family perspective, be so demanding one.  

If you have no hope, then, not be a medical doctor, try another job, for using 

diploma.  

In medical practice, not only the patient, thus, the physician be demanding to 

perform the medical application. Some people is afraid about not to make harm, 

so be away of active on.   

Physician medical applications mostly required profession, thus at urgent, be on 

active, thus be informed the emergency, so earning vital time, for serve and care.  

The creation is what will be, thus, we cannot directly transformation, thus, be 

modified the natural law.  

Some advice has no connection to medical science, they are like science fiction, 

so traditions and some subjective emotional factors also influenced the 

behaviour. Being on elf, fairy concepts, so, not find the truth and exact one, thus, 

when on evident-based medicine, this will leads to the reality.   
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Everyone can believe fairy, thus if any physician believes, then not be at medical 

work.  

Medicine if being on reality as evidence-based issues, not at epic and traditional 

ways, so, not can make the medical applications. 

Assuming you are once death and born again, you decided to change your life 

in a different way, the route be still at the same, after a time passed, alternate 

life mostly not be acceptable. Being another living situation, is not so same to 

change, people wants thus not easy to different way of life.   

In medicine if the physician completely be on medical science, can change the way 

of treatment, other wise hard to make alternatives.  

The you like the meal, will never be forgettable, so, not only like, but admiration is 

also the fact for the objective demand.  

Most diversity at common, has not any medical reasoning, so, society concepts 

be mostly differs to science. Some days considered as danger, thus not any medical 

reasoning.   

Clinical applications and medical approach, be according to the patient, thus the 

individual perception be caused some confusion at medical practice, be taken 

consent is also important for such conditions.  

Some person has holy or fairy believes, so, not at scientific perspective, so, their 

consideration cannot be accepted, thus consent is essential, except Right to Life 

conditioning.  

Forbidden food is harm causing and not any nutritional concept, thus if harm 

to a person, it will not be eaten and but complementary and obligatory 

cognitive approach be tolerable. Sugar is not a good food for diabetic ones, thus, 

balancing at the diet, rare and scarcely be taken.  

In medicine the diet be balanced about the person, satisfactory and balancing about 

the requirements is essential.  

Each person have some ideas on diet; thus, dietician educates upon such and 

problems.  

The purpose of living at shortcut, being in love at humanity, not for any 

person, not be in order, only at ethical principles, not rule based or at person 

command. Aiming, purpose and reasoning must be to humanity, with ethical 

standards, by love.   

Physician actions mostly cause pain, injection, drug so on, thus the remembrance 

so good, because of healing process.  

The key point for admiration at medicine, given information, taken consent, at solve 

and humanity perspective.  

Healing is not so quite soon, so be patient when you are ill. Fever be dropped 

after 24 hours; thus, medication be continued for clearing the microbes.   

Consent is important, so the patient will not expected to be healed so soon.  
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Information must be given, even they are physician, so, the reference indication and 

personal results be not fitted, making some diversity.  

Each disease has some process, some duration, but each person has some other 

perspectives, so not be similar to reference indication. When in consideration 

each happening has a scientific reasoning, thus confirmation required profession to 

understand.   

The symptoms of a disease not at 100%, some are rare or common, but not same 

as each person.  

Each patient is unique and specific presentation, so, physician indicates the 

standards are varying from case to case. 

When some worse conditions happens, someone be happy, thus, their 

conditions means better. Attitudes differs, even some actions on humanity, not be 

all people likes.   

In medicine, some family is not survive their infants, the reason, if they are preterm, 

or required care and serve, not be their baby, assuming as later a king. 

Perfection and excellency, escapes the normal and good one, ideal will be the 

enemy of normal one. 

When closed the curtain, and darkened the room, and indicated as the sun is 

not rise, it means that you want to say yourself a liar, why? In winter, the tire is 

flat, not suitable, thus making fast drive and the car is not controlled at the cold 

weather, so, questioning why the automobile not good.   

When not considering the oxidation status, just considering the inflow of oxygen, 

in Neonatology you missed the tissue oxygenation fact.  

In medicine pathophysiological evaluation can be done at multiple evident, so be a 

mixed discussion, not a one-sided direction.  

The information and the case be in relation of science, thus, different 

knowledge to unalike concept be not leading you to correct target. Proficiency 

means education and practice on the subject, so, the given one be in general, thus 

at case it might be dissimilar.   

The references knows all, thus at medical clinical cases, it is not same, or similar. 

Be awake for diversity, makes physicians so adaptable to case.  

When the clue, the evidence is not so clear, not exact decision can be made, so 

when encountered be a compensation state, to overcome the harm. For 

indicating as benefit, the result be known, so, during the process, there can be a 

hesitation or discussion.   

Continually be in evaluation is essential at Intensive Care Units, thus, the patient 

status are not stable, so it is required fact.  

Following, as in steering wheel at a car, if there is endures danger. 
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Any person who lives in a place, will demand first be improve their district, in 

goodness manner. Being friendly as brotherhood in a community, gives and takes 

a great relations so, makes people happy.  

A physician one of the main role at the Intensive Care Unit, education and giving 

medical information about the patient, to the medical team.  

A person can feel lonely, thus not lived lonely, so, for making group, get together 

meetings, relations be on love-based brotherhood.  

We have to accept the creation, the nature of a person, not try to bend it, so 

we can break it. The point is healing, become healthy means, at their body, not 

ideal one.   

Which choice is the best for a person, describe, thus they, themselves be making 

their demand, choice, gives consent.  

What is good, it will be different for individual, so, respect their choice.  

Not forget your patient, they will be best educator, remembrance is better than 

the book writings. When you admire something, as a taste of a food, years to years, 

you can remember the taste in your mouth.   

Remembering the healing process of a patient, not means medical procedures be 

same as before, must adapted to new conditions.  

If your paint be liked so much, not try to do the same, be forced to make more 

better, being at art.  

No one can be prepared for death, one hour, one minute is mostly heard 

sentences, thus nothing in hand of a physician. Being alive is most demanding 

one, thus, even in pain, the point for medical practice, even morphine be given, by 

increasing the dose, upon the reaction.   

Anesthesia is the most magic tool at the hand of physician, so, using it be quite sure 

to do.  

I like pain, not want it, so, we restricted our actions, for not receiving painful ones.  

Sometimes we will be surprised, some people is talking about ourselves, very 

adorable, someday we treated their child, now in adult. B  

When we tried to explain about exchange transfusion for taking consent, 

grandmother said, “my girl, this doctor performed even your exchange at infancy, 

so let he will do to your daughter too”.  

Make a humanity act, thus no one knows who, why, when, thus, this will be 

distributed like one by one to an enormous number.  

Physician is sure that, no person as a diversity on medical science, thus the 

physiology and pathological concept is the special one, so the medical 

application differs. Early before symptom develops, the patient be infective, so, 

the clinical condition differs the reality.   

There are stages at the diseases, so, not be considered as same, thus, the infection 

status is the leading factor.  

The aim not to be infected, so protection is essential, not to be getting the disease.  
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Time is the most destructive one, getting old is natural fact. Infant be grown, 

so, being and adult, if lived be old, older and near death, as natural process.   

Medical application be I process, time be indicating the outcome, so, follow up 

most required one.  

Nothing will be the same, so may be similar, thus, not cover your sights.  

When you passed the reality, the evidence, the findings at the monitor, be gives 

waring, if be late, severe dangerous conditions be inevitable. Early estimation, 

be less severe, easily can be solved, so, being open eyes widely.   

If you can solve the problem early, thus, later one the effort cannot be satisfactory, 

so, you will be in sadness.  

Intensive Care Unit monitors are for establishing the warnings soon and the action 

be in seconds, minutes, thus for life it is essential.  

Time assuming be a solution, thus, not, the harm action will not be dissolves, 

but be increased, so, care, serve a protection is more important. Sometimes 

overcoming the harm is so hard, even not be possible, so, taken precautions is 

important.   

Smoking person, mostly indicated as, one day I left the cigarette smoking, thus 

getting chronic lung disease, thus still indicated same words.  

If you confirm a good action, just perform, if in hesitation just decide, if a harm 

one, just left behind.  

If someone tells a lie, this must be going on, lie must be leading another one, so 

even be at fairy still be going on. Be aware of a person who told lie, thus, not be 

in believable.   

If a physician indicated as lie as a truth, immediately be dismissed from the medical 

team.  

A lie, in a time, quite surely be notified as not the truth, so, who told lie, has some 

time to be obscure.  

If the medication procedure be not suitable to a patient, being alternative and 

other options, all be in medical science, not at placebo and another fairy 

concept. Each alternative has a grounding and reasoning facilities, so being 

scientifically have reasoning.   

The final verdict from the patient, even very tiny preterm, if tolerable, then you can 

give, if not you must cancelled it.  

Be on the individual consent is also meaning to be benefit, not being at harm, does 

even given consent, you cannot perform the maltreatment.  

Medical perception is mostly influenced from social, community and family 

attitudes. Not being solitary, people lives in community.   

In medication if advanced and brief difference at the treatment, this fact 

simultaneously be dispersed to community.  

Informed consent is the balancing the acceptance with the community.  
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The condition at the present, only be at limited time offering, thus thirsty can 

be changed a lot, if not be taken. Drinking water is not only to intake water, 

electrolytes, minerals and be diffusional state reestablishing.   

Physician first try to confirm the requirement, deficit, later after approve it, gives 

daily amount.  

Living organism, not stop be satisfied at physical body demand, for being alive.  

Someone divided the meaning and turned it upside down and leads to 

unethical concept, so, be aware of them. Being in contact is not meaning being 

at ethical principles, so be care and serve if it is ethical.   

Each physician being in ethical application, so, if not be dismissed from the team.  

The result requires some process, thud before aiming and method be at ethical, so 

if turning, be changed and look for alternative way.  

Until the power is turning out, be working on humanity is essential, after just 

be smile, gives some love feelings to others. Being in love has not a limited factor, 

so until the last hour, be in love.   

Physician be in love to the patient, if not feeling such, must change the profession.  

If you have love, you can concern so much and easily be confirmed the meaning, 

so, the only motivation be in loving.  

Mostly not being passed out, death is not demanding one, thus, if Human being 

is not died, so how the World nutrition be satisfied. Pollution is satisfactory and 

be overcome the environmental conditions.   

In medicine if not confirmed the patient demand, physician be referred to a center, 

that has facilities to care.  

Each person has a limit, so, be aware of limit, it will be over, so called help or 

refereed to the one, who can perform, do.  

If a person expected angel, fairy actions and elf, this means they are not at a 

real believing are acceptable. Being at out of natural actions, the acts be sooner 

or later be cause harm.   

If a physician believes as effect at medical practice, not be at the patient care and 

serve, being harm.  

Angel in concept is not an objective, thus, a subjective abstract one, concerning as 

beautiful and good one.  

Dying be at some conditions be a better one, if the lung is completely at fibrosis, 

transplantation be the only choice, thus, for old one, death is the best to be at 

releasing. At the war, not to be at prison, be preferred to die, this means the fighting 

power is utmost level.   

Not each malign person being survive, thus, to increase a life period somehow be 

longer, the family be prepared for the passing time.  

For each person, death is inevitable a reality.  
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If you cannot clarify, you must take advice, making consultation, thus, harm 

be more obvious than benefit acts. First refreshing the knowledge by references, 

thus be making a question form for search.   

Physician role is first confirming a question; therefore symptoms and objective 

findings be clarifying the question.  

If the intention is not so clear, finding and searching the references, medical science 

is obviously be made.  

Each factor is special and be important to the individual health. Water and the 

balancing of the fluid balance is vital important.   

Medical application is a kind of balancing the requirements and given according 

to the individual aspect.  

If you can be evaluated, you can noticed several factors in consideration.  

For each medical action people taken the responsibly as an individual. Being 

responsible for each act, means always be at ethical principles.   

In a medical team, each one b responsible in collaboration, thus, they must inform 

and be effective about the medical procedures.  

One for all, all for one is the quite summary of the responsibility at medical acts.  

No one is extraordinary, has many exceptions, so, as encountered personal 

outcome. Being as Human being, being same as all the person, not have exceptions, 

thus specific reactions, not being at standard.   

You must take care, especially for Right to Life concept, as at preterm infants, not 

be indicated as will be dies, you have no idea about the result.  

There is no magic stick, that will making survive, or at bad medical conditions.  

If there is no official and prepared facilities for emergency, a personal, a 

physician act is not satisfactory, only a temporary, for reaching the first aid. 

Emergency care has some specifications, at educational and equipment facilities, 

so it is a governmental factor.   

In one perspective living is easy, from medical perspective, so much encountered 

facts for individual requirements, so, hard to be at healthy state.  

Each condition has special requirements, so, profession is essential for 

understandable about the factors.  

We can confirm only one case, thus, being an example of a common, even very 

rear one be a natural one. Be some very different one be also as an example, a 

sample of nature in rare.  

Each creation has a percentage of rare, so, not a phantastic or irrational, as 

malformation is also a Human being fact. 

Freak consideration be at fairy concepts, thus not at medicine.  

Fever is an objective sign, thus so complicated, but several aspects, thus all be 

in combination. There are a lot of mechanisms even at immune system, all of them 

be quite in combination.  
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Medical science faced at several window, so, you can see, wherever you are looking 

for, but the same home, the same body.  

When treating a patient, there will be some stages, so, different perspectives can be 

noticed.  

Sometimes not perceiving the reality, so warning is essential for awaking, thus 

if has a fixed mind, not accepted it. Being open mind, indicates, even not have 

satisfaction, considering the reality and be accepted.  

Physician can be not at concrete decision, must be on patient evident and 

considering the alternatives, form references.  

Medical science is same, thus the appearances, effected to patient is specific, so not 

be at rule, being on evidence-based medicine.  

Persuasion is not acceptable, only information be given, consent be 

independently form themselves, if any questions be answering for 

enlightening. Even they are not at science, being at science fiction, until the Right 

to Life, physician have not any forceful act.   

Right to Life is obligatory, not be required any consent, due to the Human Rights 

and other principles.  

Being on science, if not any harm and cruel act, thus, individual demand is essential, 

if in danger and near to death, physician be in action.  

Love is immortal, from one generation to another one, be carried out. Human 

being in Human Rights and even at genetic indication, at brotherhood concept, thus, 

be relation on friendship as colleague.   

The close relation between the people can only be by love. 

Brotherhood consideration being confirm by love and for being close relation.  

At birth the child cries, everyone be happy, when died, people are in crying, 

hope the person be happy. Saying hello, is the first step at communication.  

The sling from heart, can the best one at personal contact.  

Each community has specific salute sign, so, be more recognizable about the social 

status.  

Some factors are immortal, the scientific findings, philosophies and ideas, even 

thousand years passed, thus advanced but at the same concept. Democracy 

from ancient Greek, thus more maturated and advanced, thus, be an election for the 

administration.   

Civilization, even medical progress, for each case findings be a brick at positive 

upright the factors.  

The person who contribute the medical science, will be forever present.  

When a person is on cruel act, the duration be for correction, returning to 

Human Rights. Some are considering the oppression, so, their cruel action is over 

and over.   
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When a physician is forced the patient to be healed, later on pressure can be 

obvious, so, be noticed the tolerance.  

If a person demanding by force, cruelty be obvious.  

For perceiving the reality, step by step development, progression is 

encountered. Directly noticed the fact, is exceedingly rare.   

Without clinical evaluation, the diagnosis confirmation is not so correct way.  

Process required a managing time, so, when plant, not be directly getting the crop.  

Even a premature, near to death, thus not so exactly be sure, due to the 

resuscitation and supporting of the vital systems, let the patient even be healed. 

No one knows exactly the death time, even can be survive and be discharged from 

hospital.   

Clinically even after death is noticed, being waited at the unit, for preparing the 

family.  

Who knows the death time, when, the reality no one. 

If you do not believe viruses, how can be treated viral infections? First be known 

the object that makes it, so, later be confirmed the solution.   

In medicine if the physician is not in practice at preterm infants, cannot be 

compromise the reality.  

In medical practice, applications be done by professions, so, not easily understand 

the conditions.  

Crime is making harm and at cruelty, even lack of attention, lack of care and 

serve are also a crime, fault is indicating as crime, thus complication is not a 

criminal act. Being taken precautions, and considering the care, serve attention and 

all protection, thus, not be protection from harm is meaning as complication.   

Event complication is happened, the physician must try to control and be treated it.  

Then there is a car accident, the warranty firm, controlling the case, if the person, 

driver is out of any causative factor, then pay the amount.  

Specter, delusion, and gossip, have no humanistic concept, thus, be making an 

enemy formation, so, the result is not wanted one. If you will learn a personal 

information, what will be for, not any positive effect.   

Medical application must be on evidence based, thus, not any on delusion and 

specter formation.  

Precautions be taken noticed, thus not grounded on fantasies, fairy concepts.  

Some people want a support so, creating some idols, and pray them, thus, not 

any creational factors, are connecting to them. Being at the creation, natural law 

has specific influences, not under control of any person anything.   

Money cannot find love, and be obtained any love, not be making health conception, 

thus, only be a comfort facilities be obtained.  

Idol and idiolectic approach have not been noticed any benefit, at the history.  
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The life has positive and negative happenings, thus, being in love is balancing 

this factors. Life is not at one direction, up and down is mostly be noted.   

Physician cannot be sure the patient be healed completely, some factors be 

influenced the result, being at health.  

In medicine nothing is sure form the beginning, only be estimation, thus at medical 

practice.  

Some people more than 100 years, some less, though, what the values they left 

behind is the fact. Some preterm infants be survived, this duration may have a 

great medical care contribution, so be following.   

Who will be the successful one, not considered from the end, from beginning, aim 

and at ethical principles at humanity be an indication.  

If you are free and stay still, not contribute to the World, not given loves to anyone, 

so, are you still living on life?  

When you are reaching the target, where you want to be a summer holiday, 

configurate whether to take swimsuits. When reaching a point, you must be 

considered what will you do, may be free hours, thus, you must be contribute, by 

working.   

If you have a Neonatology Profession, you must be take care at the preterm infants, 

so, be active and be assistance them.  

When you will be on your job, the life is short, so, value creation at the profession, 

be required a process, a time to perform.  

Ethical consideration, primum non no cere, primary not have any harm, so, 

the medical process, not known the result, thus, the physician be in safe. If you 

are in medical practice, you must have positive hope.  

If not at criminal position, physician aim is to help, care and serve the patient at 

humanity on medicine, as being healthy.  

If you be afraid of any accident, you must be prepared about it.  

If a physician be away of science at fairy, epic theorems, even you cannot make 

a balancing about them. Being equality, means, being at the reality, on evident 

based medicine.   

Not a verdict about the result is close or far about, if not known the future.  

Being not as equal distance to positive and negative, balancing cannot be 

performed, so, medical application be at balancing factor.  

Any hesitations at medicine, not be acceptable, so, if you have any idea for 

benefit, you must be applies, not any hesitation, letting the verdict to the 

patient evidence. Not making any warranties thus, hope is a fact of physician 

decision.   

Nature has power to regenerate themselves, and also Human being has defending 

mechanisms so, not directly be known, only be making any estimation.  

If you do not know the result, you must be sure about the aim, and being on ethical 

methods.  
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You considered your father is passed out, thus each night you have seen the 

dream, so he is not as death. Some factors are unforgettable, meaning immortal, 

as father, mother remembrance.  

Each patient is a memorable case, as an experiment, for life long.  

Being remembrance at the lesson hours, not do easy, thus, practice can be 

remarkable.  

If a physician being on medical practice, not at astonishing, being ethically, for 

the patient, thus, not knows the future, be following. Being in peace, not 

meaning as the health status be perfect, being at medical science, is what is 

indicated for.   

Medical application is not being as nonsense, even the death occurs, medication is 

for in peace, not at pain, death in comfortable one.  

The reality is the patient conditions, so, evaluate it and be later make a decision 

upon the case.  

When you returned back to life, with resuscitation, this is not because of your 

magic act, because of the medical performance. A physician cannot be concern 

them as a fairy energy or factors.   

Even some situations the medical performance be like a miracle, thus, the doctors 

knows and perceive that this is for medicine supremacy.  

Hope will not be ended, thus, in proficiency application, encountered a lot of case.  

Time is not the same, so, each day you as a body be assuming same, thus, the 

life and be coming is not so same and as it is, new expectations be noticed. 

Being the same, is nearly impossible, from infancy, to childhood and young and 

adult to old one, not same, only the name be not touched.   

In medical treatment duration, each hour be different conditional states, so, the 

medical approach being according to the case.  

Body, soul are at the social consideration as noticed a person specialty, being 

defined a person.  

If you considered only the physical body, at materialistic factor, thus, a Human 

being is more than that. Life is at this Earth; thus, each person is not same, and 

the life is special.   

If a case is an example at medical practice, that will not be at their lifetime, 

education state be more than their life.  

If you considered the life at the Earth, what will be your establishing values, heir 

and children?  

Many person now not at lie, thus, their inventions are still using. When a value 

is produced, it will be over the lifespan.   

Pasteur was death; thus his technique is still using as pasteurization.  

Civilization is a building, some people be put brick, so one by one going up.  
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Each minute when encountered at the wrong way, you have time to turn back, 

so, perform it. Most people although encountered at the wrong direction, still be 

on, try to learn where they are going.   

Even if there is not any benefit at medicine, try to continue, what will be, so, the 

Intensive Care Unit Team be stopped it, not to be harmful.  

In medicine continuous evaluation is essential, not after the result, thus at the follow 

up.  

In desert when you have seen an oasis, this will be fake, thus, if you have no 

idea about mirage, it will be a deathly fault. Proficiency is such an education, at 

some conditions, the decision be only made by them.   

Consultation is mostly be used in medicine, each person has a special and over 

some knowledge that we can be used.  

Past is a fact for some conditions, that will lead you to the righteous way.  

Even you are sure in gaining, will have profit, some person not wanted to be. 

Vaccination is protected form infection and be serving not being ill, so, some people 

are against the vaccination, thus reasoning is not at medial science.   

Vaccination is not only an individual viewpoint, but the infection is also community 

standpoint, so, it must be obligatory from social perception.  

Opposition is a community concept, thus will not lead harm to society.  

If you belie deeply the medicine be healed the patient, you are making the 

medicine as a god affairs, thus, it is only a drug, not more, not less. If you 

resuscitate a person, from death to alive, some person assuming you as holy or god 

act, thus, you are just an educated medical staff.   

For preterm infant caring and serving, family being assume you at God position, 

idiolectic action, thus, not be at this statue, being at medical science as physician.  

Physician as for some common, being an idol, thus, this will be very dangerous, 

later want to learn the future outcome.  

If your patient is died, not deny, be accepted and get ready the family about 

the passing out condition. After death, social conditions are starting at special 

procedures, so whatever it is, it might be performed.   

After a patient died, obligatory the clinic-pathological evaluation be dome, for 

clarifying any care and serve deficit and even for medical advancing by some 

factors.  

Death is not the ending of a person, the body be died, thus the person still be active, 

in mind, in social or in ideas.  

Sometimes the patient want to die, thus, if you cancelled the pain, they want to 

live. The attitude of demanding death depends on the conditional state, if the 

humanity and ethical principles are actively applied, the patient be in peace.  

Even you give 100% oxygen to the preterm infant, cyanosis is still be noticed, thus 

by increasing PEEP and surfactant and room air given, be oxygenated, not so 
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astonished, the one who knows, can understand at physio-pathological 

background.  

Being the medical science, although it can be opposite, thus be efficient at 

therapeutic practice.  

Sometimes killing is not only killed the people, like genocide, killing the 

humanity. Death is not becoming safe, thus, what you performed at life is the most 

important one.  

At medicine, when you have no facilities for preterm care, you cannot accepted for 

medical care, this is a criminal act. 

You may have all the equipment, thus who will use it, so, profession by educational 

certification is obligatory essential.  

Whatever the medical profession is, all the science leads to same direction, 

thus, the detailed and practice differs. You cannot operate with house knife, you 

must use bistouries, so, each equipment be according to your purpose of using at 

medicine.   

Each preterm trachea diameter is different so, using different endotracheal tube, 

according to the infant.  

Tailoring in medicine means use the one who fits to case, and the function be 

obtainable.  

Being making a resuscitation, people can assume you as a holy function, thus, 

you are not holy, the action is medical practice. When I made a resuscitation to 

a newborn infant, assuming died, thus have heart beats, the staff said, that he/she is 

died, and afterwards crying, and indicated me are you Crist, thus, I said I am not 

Christ, thus, Chris knows the resuscitation.  

In some common, physician be considered as holly, so, be aware of being an idol 

at the society.  

Miracle is science one, not fiction, so, be grounded not at fairy concepts.  

Resting is essential for storing energy, as thoughts be best at resting. Awake is 

not at the morning, after some education of some information taken, understand the 

reality be enlightened, so being a kind of awake.   

At medical clinical application, resting is one of the best healing process.  

Resting is not a wasting time; it requires for great energy deposition.  

Environment mostly in danger, therefore, restore the nature is essential, thus, 

it is by mind, the action be on the way of decision. If you are not at scientific 

application, the procedures for caring be later on be harm the nature.   

Education is a kind of rebirth of individual, thus, being at humanity on ethical 

principles be the aim to do.  

Saving a person is not meaning to give money, thus, earning and self-gaining their 

money be the one for request, mostly by education.  
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The most demanding in medicine be in open mind, not be at fixed the 

actuation. Free in mind, free in decision, free in responsibility is the meaning to be 

taken responsible as individually.   

Crime is exceedingly rare in medicine, thus the lack of information mostly lead to 

crime, after the definition is noticed, accusation is mostly dropped.  

Being given information is reduced to the court as criminal accusation. 

If you are in cruel action, and not given the administrative state, try to achieve 

all the power of oppression, out of humanity, more and more. If you have a 

power and not want to share, you are not ready to be in act on humanity.   

A physician has mostly noticed, even not any intention, thus suddenly some aspects 

be happened and being perform the medical act.  

Cruel person cannot be in forgiveness, thus, be afraid of losing the power, so be 

more oppression and this leads to none at social status.  

People lives in community, the relation between them be at humanity in 

brotherhood, so, connection is important. Being get together is important, at 

humanity with love.  

Medical practice is a sign and symbol of brotherhood, equality and independent 

aspects on health, and respect at humanity.  

Be a human means be in brotherhood in love with common.  

If you cannot get the taste of honey, not only be disappointed, be an angry, 

because you know and adore the taste. When you give a person a Turkish 

Delight, if not eaten before, may be not so feel good, assuming as gum.   

Physician being on empathetic behavior, for comprehend the patient.  

Before making criticized a patient, are you in pain and fever, so, decision be upon 

such conditional state.  

If a person will not listen, and the eyes be closely shut up, not in decision state, 

so how can they be realize the problem, and be given the consent, so Right to 

Life is not requiring consent taken. First be at understand, then be in decision, 

and perceive later on, thus if not at this state, not be compromise it.   

Physician must be first taken symptoms and objective findings to understand the 

problem, and follow up, for the medical application reaction.  

Childhood period is because not being confirm, so you cannot be indicated the fact, 

mostly because of fairy tales as real one.  

When reaching the end point, it will be not returning back, so in medicine 

always be keep an alternative way. In medicine the usual method is not the only 

one, alternatives be always in consideration.   

At medical clinical application, the leading factor is the patient, so considered the 

patient not the other, just find alternatives. 

One way road is not at medical practice, if not a cruel and oppression situations.  
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Physician mostly hear the last words of a patient, so not indicated the horror, 

disgusting or such emotional ones, be the love and respectful ones be indicated 

to the family. Being remembered the last words is important, thus, the inhuman 

ones must being forgotten.  

For transferring to new generations, only ethical and good be as taken samples, 

so, be carry them to the future.  

Bad and undesired ones be carried by professions, not at the common, so, 

understanding them and be a lesson not to be repeated is important.  

Even there is transplantation is medical choice, thus not be at first degree of 

selection. Being keeping safe the original personal tissues is the most important 

one.   

Some treatment application are not a familiar usage, thus, be such for research 

only.  

Being at acceptable solutions be first to be noticed.  

Side effects and adverse reaction be later on noticed, only anaphylactic 

reaction be immediately, so, not safe after medication. It requires some time for 

the metabolism and side effect be noticed.  

Medical controlling is depends on the kind of reactions and the personal 

impressions, so, not be in hurry, be noticed the medical concept.  

Be in medical science, take the knowledge, modified to personal conditions and be 

aware of the side effects.  

No one has an obligatory position to work, if not at humanity cruel and un-

ethical considerations, left it behind. Profession of physician is not suitable at 

inhuman conditions.  

Medical science cannot be get together with cruel act, as in History there are some 

examples, thus not considered as medical considerations.  

If there is a humanity act, it can be medical one.  

All living organism, as in Humana being, one day be dies, thus, during their 

life aiming to be at humanity. Physician life apart of medical profession be also 

on ethical considerations and at humanity, if not they will be dismissed from 

medicine.   

To be a physician a person must accepted, all life be on humanity, and social ethical 

considerations.  

If a harm is noticed form a physician, the punishment be more than the other 

persons. 

In education of a physician, be work with a team, thus, only be themselves 

alone, being know what to do. Being active not only at the team, thus, one person 

be also contribute at medical application.  

One or in a person at the community for physician, different roles thus all be on 

ethical and medical considerations.  
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The point of trust, and physician be united, so, humanity is main act of medical 

staff.  

When there is a benefit individual demands, the righteous consideration will 

not be diverted, thus, if a medical staff, being on the ethical side. To be at the 

law and humanity side, for physician is obligatory, if not be in it, so, may dismissed 

from medical act.   

Medicine is a profession for being at the legitimate way, not any contradiction.  

The person who want to be at medical team, must be on ethical principle, so being 

accepted for being on.  

Functionally whether there is no possibility, a physician be in hope, thus not 

meaning believing at miracles, thus being performing the last medical actions 

be made. What will be done after death, supportive measures to the family and the 

social and religious concepts even for the satisfaction, lessening the heart pain.   

Physicians are not at robotic act, so they are human being, so, even after death, a 

lot of actions be expecting from them.  

Some words be indicated after a death person is mostly wanted form their 

physician, so, being prepared it before the death encountered. 

A medical knowledge can give two affections: fear and hope, not to be 

performing and be going to wellbeing. The patient evident can indicate a lot, thus 

for clarify, mind be at good considerations.   

Physician cannot be in consideration as the Creator, thus only be applied the 

medical science, thus for benefit, for help to the people.  

For being at hopeful consideration, physician be at medical science.  

Each person has different ideas, philosophies, and other decisions, thus, if not 

at science and reality, it will be not in consideration. Out of medical science, not 

being continuing the relation.   

Physician be on talking and discussion at medical science, if not be dismissed form 

medical practice.  

Being on medical science, not any fairy concepts, means being on reality.  

Each person Nutrition and nutritional status differs, so be on the physiological 

requirements and necessities, at balanced factors. Each person is unique and 

sole, thus might have similarities but not the same.   

Physician considered the past patient conditions and treatment, thus, quite sure 

that, not the same person.  

Each day the sun rise in different angel, thus in a system at a year, but not be a copy 

of one to another. 

Before multi organ dysfunction occurred, the tissue systems be cared not any 

harmful one, so, afterwards, the person near to death. Before the near to end, 

returning to back facilities are not passed.   
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There will be some alternatives at medical practice, thus, the harm affected one be 

dismissed from the list.  

Believes be individual rights, thus if not any harm position.  

Each patient being opening a new perspective to physician, thus an educational 

state, as being considering a teacher. Physician be continuously in advancing and 

being progression in medicine, as the patient be a leading factor.   

At medical profession and practice, the book indicates as statistical median or 

mean, thus, at reality it is not so, therefore be well-versed a new facets.  

As in living, each day is a new concept, as in medicine each day must be in 

progression of medical knowledge, by learning from patients.  

Main reasoning at first stages learning the medical basic sciences, for 

understanding the practical knowledge of medicine. For understanding the 

patient problem, not known on diseases, thus, the natural functions be first known 

and the degenerations be later understandable.   

Medicine is one for all, all for one consideration, the profession must be also at the 

other ones, be in connection.  

Medicine cannot be one sided profession, humanity, ethical principles as 

philosophy consideration be also included.  

In medicine the time is according to the case, sometimes even no seconds, 

sometimes be days for the treatment. Being the medical reality, the time must be 

about them, thus the diversity form case to case.   

Certification education mostly the schedules at some time performing.  

Being exact in time, means, according to o the case, the act being done at time.  

For comprehension of medical physiology, physics, chemistry be also known 

as advanced level. Be in best knowledge does not indicate as best medical doctor, 

thus, tailoring, and patient requirements be the point of view.   

Creation has a system, and a person, a Human being is also in consideration of 

them, not have any exceptional tissue systems.  

At medicine mostly common has some epic stories, phantasies, thus the origin is 

science, they later on added the fiction.  

If Human being is some, not making any assortment as gender, so, the 

expectation of baby sex is not a matter, social perspectives be on humanity, as 

healthy new generation, not at diversity. If you indicate as all person is unique 

and sole, not any discrimination, then, what is the meaning for sex consideration?   

A family is unification of both sexes, so, if you have a female, brings a male,, if a 

male, will bring a female for family consideration.  

Each person is at same genus, Homo sapiens, sapiens, connection with brotherhood, 

thus everyone be unique, special, and sole.  

No one can give to other their responsibility because they can only be inform 

them. Consent is individual right, not be shared, thus be given some advice.   
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The responsible physician cannot be a consultant, a consultant is an adviser, not 

be solely responsible.  

In a community, each person may have an idea, thus, for performing only one, who 

did is the accountable one.  

Truth is not at the hand of a physician, patient has it. Being known and 

understand the patient at medical science, being at the truth, thus the only way to 

be in reality.   

Following the patient, on evidence, be considering, the patient on medical science.  

Truth be only at the medical science, not at science fiction statement.  

Medical scientific decision will not lead you to false or fake, thus science fiction, 

epic ones even not any righteous ending. Phantasies, epic stories being at the 

tales, not at real life.  

At medical evaluation, not even cancelled a single evident, all be in combination in 

scientific perspective.  

Nothing be at diversity in medicine, all be from other point of view, thus 

demonstrates the same.  

A physician has no way to escape, be directly at the medical emergency, thus, 

the education and moral factors be at their side. The scarcity that you have is 

leading, confirming your medical applications, so, the best in this situations is 

regarding with.   

You can using ever aspects, except not to be harmful. 

If you are on the road and need a resuscitation to a person, called 112/911, and need 

some help, thus, if cannot be a partner, dismissed them.  

Being stingy, grudging is not at medicine; economics as Effective, Efficient, 

Eligibility and being at satisfaction, not reduced for expenditure. As in general 

meaning, economics ad noted less money spending, is not be at medical practice.  

The best fit to the patient is the one what will be used; thus, it must be manufactured 

at best quality, means at Good Medical Practice, Procedure.  

Not routine materials be used at medicine, perfection is the standard notification.  

The medical literature mostly on the general, mean values, thus, between the 

2nd and 3rd standard deviations be also indicated later. Medical books be on 

general perspective, so the medical deviations be also in consideration of education.   

Each person is unique, as known one, thus in general they are at the like a statistical 

background.  

Even anomalies being a reality, as in natural differentiation.  

When a physician in humanity acts, the admiration of the common, not for the 

treated person, thus, for their behaviour at humanity, with love. The relation 

of a physician at the common, not at medical one, be as friendship and being and 

adviser at the community.   
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Whether required their help or not, thus common want to give a salutation to a 

physician, for demonstrating their respect.  

Be in connection to a society, by love and humanity perspective is obligatory at 

physicians.  

Medicine is at the creational state of a person, not for any demands and their 

desires to be. First noted the patient body systems and subjective symptoms, so 

unification of them under medical science is the medicine.   

SOAP: as Symptoms, subjective facts, Objective findings, Applications and 

laboratory investigations, later the medical Procedures, all be at one person be 

done.  

Treatment cannot be performed by only listening the symptoms, so, all be united at 

one of the person.  

Someone thought that they have not any hypertension, thus when in anger 

state, it will be increased too much, so, in some cases, for protection of the peak, 

anti-hypertension drugs be taken. Some factors, mainly the age be the reasoning 

for medication.   

Medicine depends on the person, not only the cause and reasoning.  

Drugs are mainly poison, thus it makes benefit, by medical approach.  

After the body be in petrification, thus the ideas, the thoughts and value 

productions be nearly immortal. For being immortal, not be keeping your statute 

or others, your ideas and values be not physical structure.   

Creating values, even at medical treatment, it will be not just giving drug, making 

values, means in humanity edition at the medical procedures.  

Love at humanity consideration be always remembered, nearly infinitively.  

The science confirms the fact, not any exceptions, thus, the medical procedures 

be also in science, be positively or negatively contribute the fact. Estimation 

according to the medical science, does not meaning it will be happened, the medical 

approach be changed the result and direction.   

A physician cannot give warranties; thus their perspective be more close, due to 

the medical science.  

If you considered at standard, it would have no exceptions, thus at reality, there is.  

Creation has the same effects, thus, a feather and a stone falls, differently due 

to the same gravity. Individual specifications can b differentiated their perception 

and structural factors.   

The heart pumps the blood, thus at rest and running is differs, thus the most 

important demand at running state.  

Being examine the function at different state, so confirm it more accurate.  

Statistically the mean body length be the same, thus individually differs, this 

is the natural finding. Being at the standard deviation, does not meaning being at 

the same length, same measurement.   
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In general education, the mentioned numbers are the accumulation of the common, 

thus for individual perspective not fit the mean.  

The standards contains about 60%, thus a great amount over the bells inclination.  

First think twice, before rejecting, the evident be if on medical science being 

at truth, thus be an exceptional one. If not on science fiction or any fairy 

concepts, the evident be an opening of new discoveries.   

An enlightenment of a physician is not on standard concepts, mut be also in 

consideration of remarkable ones.  

Not closed the eyes, be grounding on science, can lead you some innovations.  

Treating a person is not one time, by references, even the case reports be a 

great contribution at the medical science, so especially important. When 

noticed in writing at references, the point be immortally be active at educational 

state.  

Each physician quite sure about the contribution of a single person at medical 

literature. 

Being informed, the case reports are the first indication of new discoveries.  

Food is not live ones, death ones, except plants, so, death is other ones 

nutritional factor. Atoms, minerals, and other components are from one to 

another, as a chamber of food, chamber of life cycle.   

Essential element and materials must be taken, satisfactory and balanced way, not 

more and not less, thus, each condition be a problem at an individual.  

Living is a balanced, the functioning be on the concept to life.  

Resting is obligatory essential, for being active, the function needs energy 

storage. Each day is a new life, that means, the metabolism be upright at each day.   

Diseases mostly influenced the feeding, nutrition is mainly the first to be noticed 

the problem, extra.  

The oral way of intake is the normal physiological, if not intravenous be in place 

for a stricter of time.  

A coward died several times, brave one be died once, thus, for physician 

perform whatever you decide, not postponed it. Being in hesitation for medicine 

may be critical factor, so be sure on it.   

Medical practice be on humanity, thus at ethical principles, not being another way.  

Torment is mostly done by the patient themselves, so, physician be cancelled such 

individual acts. 

A physician in medical practice, be active, after special certification. Being like 

a silent, being a partner of a team, is the first step at medical training.   

Even being a member of a team, observe, the first step of the medical application.  

Being conscious what is done, performing is the only education at the operation 

Teather, as a medical student.  
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When you give a medicine and being harm to kidney, not at a short time, so be 

follow up for critical organ systems, always. Before given any medication, the 

patient body functions be noted and later it will be given.   

At preterm infants, the kidney functions are considered not functionally working, 

so, medicine be according to this factor is considering.  

Even the medicine will no effect on kidneys, the disease may cause harm to it.  

In some application, if you are not sure, be considered whether on medical 

science, medical practice, if not be escape. Before concerning the harm, the first 

warnings be give you an alert, so, be try to be aware of it.   

In medicine, if you cannot clarify the medicine be benefit or harm, thus, you cannot 

give it.  

Being sure at medicine is obligatory essential, not any hesitations be acceptable.  

When you indicate as death, there will be not returning back, so, let the death 

of the tissues be overt. Be wait nearly 15 minutes, continue the resuscitation, that 

will not be positive, so be sure on death.   

If you make a resuscitation team, after the heart stops, the coming will require 2-3 

minutes, this is a critical time, thus, the medical staff be educated and be certified, 

so this 2-3 minutes all the applications be performed.  

When there is a critical situation, the team must perform, not needed some help, 

only consultation be required.  

Each case like an examination, so, be ready for an exam, be ready for a patient 

at medical care and serve. Being active at medicine means, continuous medical 

education is being on.   

Each person, being failed if getting ill, not saving the healthy position, condition.  

Be healthy, protect from illness be one of the best than treatment.  

Before making the final decision, be waited the individual response to medical 

application and treatment. If the result is formerly be noted, then this is not at 

humanity perspective.   

Physician decision and verdicts like an innovation and be some inventions, so, the 

follow up being the way to turning to desired route.  

Be required some time, for the fever be lowered, the immune system be in action 

for reducing it, if in hurry, external cooling be applied.   

Sometimes the disease cannot be confirmed, so symptomatic approach is 

essential, thus follow up means for exact diagnosis. Nothing will be so clear at 

the beginning, so be at in consideration.   

You may see a diarrhea, thus, what, why and how cannot be  known, so examine 

and be making diagnosis, thus first be treat.  

Some diagnosis have not any benefit to a patient, thus, only be symptom treatment 

be essential.  
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Time is continuously overflow, like a river under a bridge, thus for living 

person, death is the ending point, not immortal. Being alive not only as physical, 

mental and you value concept can be over your life.   

Each person one day be died, thus for a physician, being living years and years, 

even at incredibly old, the indications of life experience be more valuable, for 

common.  

Living is important, thus, if you are making values, during your life.  

Being ill, is the main torment, in place of health one. Disease is not so easy to be 

passed out, several fever, pain and a kind of torment, so, medical practice focused 

on being healthy state.   

If a fever is noticed, so much distorted the condition of a patient, thus be a reaction 

of immune system.  

If the blood temperature is over 38 degrees Centigrade, the immune system 

overactive and the microbes be degenerated.  

Day and night is not same at body functions, thus therefore be ready at some 

hormonal lacks, being supported by iv administration, example dopamin. 

Dopamin is such an essential one, that effects, ultra-low, low, and medium and high 

doses has different reflection, thus being variation personally.   

First a physician be noticed what will be desired, vasodilatation, vasoconstriction 

or so on, then, the dopamin administration is according to the demand.  

Be sure what will be the physiological change, so give the medication about his 

concept.  

Precautions are more important than treatment, thus treating is not so simple 

and not hope to be done. After an accident, the returning back can be nearly 

impossible, so, protection from harm is simpler and easy one.   

Precautions, early estimation and taking precautions will be the one for primary 

medical clinics.  

Being at medical nature, science, is the one, such each patient and physician be on 

it.  

Disease can be confronted at the people, so, being healthy must be the main 

aiming one, by safeguards and check-up for early analysis, and health care 

and serve be the purpose of medical events. Being healthy, be not leading any 

disease formation, even vaccination is so important about it.  

Medical facilities be mor supported at the healthy people for care and serve the 

healthful state.  

Being taken precautions is the not routine, it needs s professional approach.  

Before death, there is some indications, so, be aware of first signs, not the final 

symbols. For help, be at the first degree, so it is easy to be safe.  

Intensive Care Unit concept, not be on at severe cases, be at the first-degree 

problems, easy to be overcome.  
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Professions be in alert before, if the problem overt, every physician being confirm, 

thus, at the beginning only be expert being confirm it.  

What will be an indication of death is not exact, even 5-7 minutes have time 

after the heart stops. Tissue degeneration, especially the brain is the main one for 

surviving criteria.   

Preterm mechanisms are mor resistant to hypoxia, thus the degeneration is more 

obvious, so one is positive, the other side negative.  

Be on active performing, thus let the tissue be holding, thus if not, you are quite 

sure the death, not any argument.  

After death happens, and the time passed, physician has social role, explaining 

the reasoning, medical applications, so being relieve them. Each person has a 

partner, family at children, infants, so, the associates be also in peaceful.   

Physician medical role is multiple, physical, physiological, and also social 

concepts.  

At humanity, whether alive or death, some traditional performing so be let to 

application.  

Before taken consent, the information be understandable one, thus, questions 

be clarified the understanding. To clarify the medical process is not meaning to 

give warranties.  

Consent is by given information, thus mostly the family, indicated as we signed thus 

not understanding, as not understand and not therefore asking questions.  

Even the patient feeling the pain, cannot really authorize what is happened, so, 

mostly not empathetic is happened.  

In medicine no one be helpful for being healthy, only personal immunity 

system be the one for recovering, thus, medicine will have a positive effect, if 

it can be. Nothing will be in replace at disease, so, the personal resistance be 

advanced.   

Overcome some situations be at medicine conditional state, only from individual 

aspect, no one being replace of others.  

Replace of another one in diseases be at only fairy aspects, not at reality.  

Whatever the medical applications, best is as physiological condition, so, at 

preterm delivery be waited at uterus be safer than treatment. Breastfeeding is 

the best nutrition to be given, so there are no alternatives.   

If there is a physiological solution, it must be done, be some weeks at uterus, in 

mother will be best.  

Maturation restriction and not be advanced will the choice to delivering, other be 

needed some time for development.  

If a person has no idea on a disease, they are not so afraid or reverse so afraid 

of, some irrational concepts actively believed. What will be the outcome is not 

be know in medicine, though the book standards are same.  
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Medical practice indicates that the book notification is rare at the cases.  

Preparing for side effects is not meaning it will be happened, thus be a readiness 

condition.  

If a person does not perceive the reality, reasoning such fairy aspects, thus be 

not information have any effect at their ideas. Believes, sometimes be on miracle 

formation, so, consent cannot be taken, therefore if any Right to Life situation, 

consent is not essential to take, only information be given.   

At Right to Life situations, physician perform what is needed at medicine, just given 

information.  

Being as noted euthanasia  as a crime, illegal, so, medicine applications be given.  

One of the most important balancing fact is hydration, thus preterm required 

more water intake, with electrolytes content, if not obtained not lived in a day. 

When there is a dehydration, the hydration treatment is urgent being lifesaving.  

Cholera main death cause is dehydration, if hydration be performed according to 

the case needs, not any death be encountered.  

Being healthy means the hydration first be at proper condition. If not enough 

electrolyte is not taken, at the seaside you feel very tired.  

At medical application, the time cannot be confirmed, so, a person be indicated 

the time. APGAR is important notification, thus if the preterm infant required 

resuscitation, someone be noted the time, and the results of the medical act.   

At operational procedure, the time limit be noticed and even be noted at the 

progress. 

Being exact time indication means noted the time at the medical procedures, 

medical operation.  

Creation the leading factor, natural law, medicine is as same it is, so, not mixed 

it with fairy concepts and epic ones. Perform what is required, what is needed 

from the patient, not more, not less, be balancing according to the demand.   

Medicine is a kind of tailoring of medical science to a person.  

Being examine and taken the symptoms for verdict, so, application be follow up 

before the result is taken.  

A physician s not a miracle producer, just performing the medical science, 

thus, it can be even unbelievable as in resuscitation, death to alive person. Not 

considering after the death, is not being, thus, there is, being an example for the 

medical education.   

If we can indicate, the medical science being on death ones, it will not so wrong.  

Autopsy, necropsy, and clinic-pathological conferences are the basic contributors 

to medicine.  

If a person will spontaneously be survive, the magic will healed, if needs 

medical care, the magic will let to die them. Not all infections be make death, so, 
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healing, especially at viral infection is according to immune system, so, magic only 

have healed them!  

Physician personally knows that, placebo will not be healed, thus, being a control 

group at the research mechanism.  

Placebo has if any endogenous production of hormones, be directly reduced pain, 

thus, not so important about the healing process.  

The creation is not differs at night or day, thus, the hormonal cycle is differs 

at an individual, so, the specificity about a personal reaction. If you used your 

brain, the human body is not in standard, daily be a lowering and increasing 

hormones.   

Physician educated about the medical systems, thus, the reaction of each body is 

varied, so be try to confirm the difference.  

Each patient is a teacher of a physician means, the appearance of the medical 

science is fluctuates, so being learn the variety.  

The time is today, at this World, so if you worked for establishing values, the 

values be later on be alive after you passed out. Time is like a river flowing under 

a bridge, not returning back, so be in advantage of water, be making values during 

the time period.   

When a physician is on call and active at the Unit, then can be at medical practice, 

so, be taken the advantage to the patients for helping, care and serving.  

No one be performing by dreams, so, be actively on action to perform.  

The creation at this World is atoms and energy, in combination and be at 

turning over and over, so, each living organism will one day turn to atom and 

so on. Nature has a system, that everyone be at this organization, structure, not have 

any diversity, thus all of them has special one.   

In general all the people is same, thus in detailed all are specfic, sole a unique 

structure.  

Being a Human being, must be perceiving what it will be at the humanity.  

If you are on medical science, not being on fairy concepts, thus, at this 

Universe, all the natural laws are identical influenced to ourselves, not any 

exception. Gravity is not change at preterm and adult ones, thus the physiological 

requirements, even water intake is differs, this is their body content.  

One day old infant and three days old infant intake is not same, being in 

consideration of their specification, not the traditional or other concepts.  

Being at medical practice, means being at their physiological demands.  

Being on benefit according to the patient, not be health instantly, thus when 

there is harm situations be in urgency, for advantage, being waiting the 

duration. If you plant a crop, you must wait the cultivation period, thus requires 

great agricultural care.   

Clinically, even the infection be required a time for becoming healthy, so following 

is continuous care and serve, not be so pressing.  
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If you don’t believe the medicine will not be healed, not waited so much, 12-24 

hours or other laboratory measurements be identified it.  

Not made the discussion after ending, the follow up be even after starting be 

done by care. Steering wheel is continuously holding and the sight directly at the 

road, so, not to make any accident, like in medicine medical practice requires 

constant care and serve.   

During medical process, the patient condition is so important, thus, the process be 

differentiated about the respond.  

What will be the medicine effect to a patient, no one knows, just an estimation, so 

being controlling is obligatory.  

The person who believe and be on medical science, the evident-based medicine 

is their only choice for solution confirmation. Be in peace, when at ethical 

principles, not any conflicts and struggle be forming.   

For medicine there is only one perspective, being on healthy, and leading to 

healthy.  

If you are at your mind, the leading factor be at goodness and be healthy state.  

Supposing without any evidence, just form inferior, as I assume, for grounding 

and reasoning factor be added, if not, you are not at righteous road. First 

indicate the evidence, later being evaluate, if your decision be not true, thus the 

evidence is right, so other can show you the truth.   

In medicine first given the value, later indication your decision, according to 

medical science, not subjective decisions.  

If you indicated as, not any wrong decision being made, this is the one, at wrong, 

nothing is perfect.  

The most contributive factor in medicine is, at the case, the procedures be 

statistically have benefit, this will be repeated and be learned. At autopsy 

findings, the anencephalic infant has more matured lung, and hyperplasic over 

kidney glands, so, at pregnancy given steroids, be caused more mature lungs at 

preterm.   

Each findings be a positive or negative contribution to medicine, even not any effect 

be also an influence.  

Each case is a nutritional to the medical progress, by one, by one.  

When you consider after death, the life, the patient be death and not any 

consideration, you do not notice the pato-clinical evaluation, such advanced 

medical science and several questions is asked, for reasoning and medical 

application grounding. Medical surrogation be done after death of patients.   

If a medical person assuming as criminal act, not be silenced, be go to court, it is 

obligatory if not informed them, also be at illegal act.  

Being unceasingly at law, is the obligation at any medical staff.  
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Sometimes a person being at drunk state, not taking alcohol, the decision 

cannot be so clear and righteous, the believing aspects covers their sight, so, 

the consent will be postponed. As in child, consent cannot be acceptable, because 

not confirm the reality and the position.   

Physician not being on their believe, they must be on evident based, and grounding 

on medical science, by personal point of view.  

Being on reality, not at phantasies, some is actual and exact, the other at fairy 

concept.  

In emergency Ward, at Neonatology Intensive Care Unit, not any sleep be 

happened, so be awake, means be a good relation between the team. Being 

activity at the night at the Hospital, means living as morning presence.   

If you are active at Intensive Care, not any sleeping be happened, so resting is after 

morning.  

Resting is for efficient work is essential, so, a physician be rest, before at work. 

If a person at fairy concepts, and not be noticed what you are indicated, after 

a great bad happenings are come, still not be in accusation. Denying is even the 

reality is overt, thus, believing is sometimes over the reality.   

Even somebody in great problem, not at medical science, be at science fiction, so, 

mixed the fiction to reality, not at the exact one.  

Let the person whatever they believe, thus, a physician cannot be at science fiction, 

that means not being a medical doctor.  

The medically reality is not as once be notified, so much complex mechanisms, 

so, collaboration of them be more contribute for understanding. Education will 

not be once, even certification programs must be repeated.   

Medical teaching is continuously on education, even up to last minute of life.  

The only being learn first is love, even if you have no love, how can be at medical 

practice? 

Some people cannot be aware of dying, so not have any indications, some 

accepted so be directly indicate their last words. B  

A physician be sure about it that, death is the result of a creation, thus, main 

medical application for fighting the death.  

Delaying the death period, making a last meeting with the family, so more 

satisfaction.  

At the preterm caring and serving, they are so close to death, so intensive care 

medical application is essential. Be ready to the end of a life is so close at the near 

life preterm infants, all the medical staff ve certified proficiency ones.   

Physician cannot be sure the preterm life be enough for surviving.  

Being so alert and ready to medical applications is the routine act of Intensive Care 

Unit of Neonatology.  
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The feeling after a death person is so different, thus, mostly sad. Being more 

effort to be alive, the medical profession aiming.   

Each physician being accepting the death, thus be more before, not to die. 

Being sadness is not satisfactory at medicine, be feel relief, means being perform 

what be done at medical application.  

Extraordinary features, conditions and happenings be positively at 2-5%, 

negatively 2,5%, so, nearly 5 % be very diverted one at the nature. Confirming 

anomality even major, be as normal at statistics, thus, being aware of them.  

If a physician indicate the abnormal finding as, freak, be dismissed at medicine.  

At the creation the diversity is so avert, abnormality is quite encountered one, so, 

be in embryology science.  

If the temperature is over the resistance degree, so, the tissue is going to die, if 

less than 28 degrees Centigrade, hard to survive, the living situation is not 

wide. Clothes can led us to live at different temperatures, thus not the tissue itself, 

so we must care and serve us.   

Physician be balancing the situations according to the patient, case, not be at 

extreme positioning. 

Below and over than the toleration cannot be considered, tissue, organ system may 

not be adapted, so be at careful.  

Being understand that, all person has two lives, one at living on Earth, other 

after death, so, being remembering, loved or not. Being is not life limited, 

afterwards is still continues, positively or negatively, depends on the lifetime.   

Physician be worked and later be retarded, after the retardation, does they will be 

remembered in love being on humanity or not? 

Being at humanity at working period may be strange for the common, thus be very 

admirable after leaving or passing out.  

The most actual reality is everything has a life period, one day be died or gone 

out. Being alive needs energy, not any lacking, so, hard to be alive, actually.   

Emergency means in medicine is, life or death, so, be active.  

Death is the reality of living organism, and cannot be overcome.  

Some people can get the reality, their position at the common, if some 

indications can be made, not so late. Each person can be noted last words, be a 

meaning to their family.  

Physician mostly get the last words of the patient, so, not be nearby the family.  

The last words of my father and mother is some, they said that love us.  

Each day is a new day, not mixed with the old one, education and being wiser 

for each moment, if have an open mind. If you are expecting a problem, it will 

be happened, if not taken precautions.   

Physician is mostly what is happened, that is expected, so, precautions be more 

useful at these problem occurs, thus, if not be happen, being in safe.  
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Be always ready for several bad problems, is the fact of an Intensive Care Units.  

The body sure to be died, thus, the generations and generations the love must 

go on, thus, if there is a love. Whatever you are, the body will died, even you 

statue be getting thorn out, if your humanity acts be on, you will be still alive.  

A medical doctor knows that a case if being on the literature, immortally be active, 

thus, they will be grown but the infancy be on active at references.  

If you want to be after death, be work for value production not for money. 

Each physician is surely knows that, if the body systems have some factors, 

then the resuscitation be effective, how can you be turning to life, when all the 

heart muscles be necrosis? Being alive, tissue systems be adaptable, so, the 

emergency care for supporting the tissue.   

The problem, is not to make an effort as directly noticed, this person will not be 

lived, so not making any vital support, thus, how can you know that? 

For preterm infants, the body structures, the tissue systems are more tolerable than 

the other ages, so, keeping the oxygenation in good manner, let the patient being 

survive.  

Medicine required great effort, in every manner, if you do, then the result you 

feel in peace and be in good manner. Fighting to death is not the meaning of 

medicine, just being at humanity with love be more explanatory indication.   

If a physician after the patient survive or death, make detailed evaluation, so, this 

will leading to progress and be advanced in medicine.  

Past, whether positive or negative must be a lesson to us, not be performing again 

or repeated it.  

Not any medical staff give a word for the future, the estimations be due to the 

literature, thus not be exact, just a prediction. If you give a word, the family 

used it, so, you will be in a great problem.  

When you are at Neonatology, especially preterm infant family, first and last 

question is what will be, so not indicate any outcome, say who knows God knows.  

Everyone be sure about the result; thus, no one knows it.  

Each person will die, thus, if left behind values, philosophies their ideas be 

alive, active. Being an artist and for example making a symphony, and this will be 

alive by playing at orchestra.   

Physicians be active even after death, it they liked from community.  

Being real Human being and at humanity, means the effectives be over their life.  

How can you trust to a person at hypocrisy, one time said, other moment just 

indicate the opposite, so, what is the truth? Each person can be wrong, thus not 

be quite sure at the truth, thus indicate as at reality, other time contrary.   

If a person at medical team has hypocrisy attitude, be dismissed immediately.  

Before evaluation, first get the value, and later noticed the discussion, considered 

if on medical science if not be cancelled it, it might ve science fiction.  
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After your death, the life is still goes on, so, be leaving values and humanity 

aspects will let you will be also mentioned. Be in decision and be in mind, so, 

considered the passed-out person, still active in mind, remembrance and in 

humanity.   

Physician clearly knows that, after their medication, the remembrance is still 

active, if the individual is in healthy condition.  

As a pediatrician, the preterm infant be grown up and be even a children, thus still 

remembering the first medical doctor.  

Gossip and talking at back, not individual liked ones be not even ethical. If you 

want to inform, warn and be give some indications, say it directly to face to 

face. Being against of a person be encountered, thus be on directly to themselves, 

not at back.   

A physician be indicated to the patient, the disease be prone to death, the 

malignancy cannot be controlled, so, the patient be said last words and be divided 

the heir or so on.  

Not any ethical principles be approved gossip, thus ethics is philosophy branch, 

mainly concern what is the truth and righteous.  

No one knows that, a person be in goodness, just after the aim and ethical way 

to go, later the result be an indication, not before. When starting some 

notification is indicated, thus all be evaluated after reaching the  finishing end.  

In medicine, before medical application, the reasoning, and grounding to patient 

benefit, not being any harm, so follow up the process is essential, before ending.  

Some people indicated as democracy; thus application is on cruel and despotism.  

If a physician hand functions has a problem, cannot be a surgeon, just be an 

educator thus, not be an operator. Each physician must have a profession 

according to their capacity, f restricted only be an educator.   

When a physician tired, and sleepy, be required a break, even at the Intensive Care 

Unit, being a change to other one.  

Each person knows themselves best, do, whatever the feeling is, if any problem 

encountered, be replace to another one.  

The community attitude to you is more obvious, after your death. Some people 

will seeming sad, thus be happy for getting the heir.   

If you are a physician and be died, what will the community indications to you, be 

better in estimation, hope so! 

At the life, only near and real friend be warning you, most sayings are not at reality.  

If you have no facilities, by getting some duration will not be solve your 

problem, so overcome the problem is the best to do. I hope I will help it is not 

the righteous to indicate, I am starting now is the way to do.   

In medicine not said, if I were you, I will perform this, just give the information, the 

physician be concern and do it, if obvious, the physician cannot be the patient 

medical doctor.  
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If the medical application is not perform because of the unit restrictions, so, the 

patient be referred to a medical center.  

The aiming of work, be on creation of values, at humanity, by ethical 

principles, thus, whatever your duty is. Being on ethical principles lead you to 

the methods and how to be going on.   

Medical ethical principles, form ancient to modern life, is the describing of the way 

to go.  

There are four section, thus, first indicate the establishing concepts, later on your 

application about it.  

When the patient condition is going worse, mostly asked there must be some 

warning, previous signs, how can be missed it, is the questioned one. Being late, 

means missing the time limit, so, follow up be closer.   

Intensive care means 24 hour continuously be aware by monitors, so, not missed a 

second of distribution.  

Early notice health informatics be by checkup measures.  

The conditions is differs, if the family expected their preterm infant is prone 

to die, then, you indicated well and be spontaneous Breath, and be discharge, 

immediately resist what you said. Sometimes, the preterm is near to death, thus, 

family deny, this is a revolt against to the creation.   

A physician cannot be fortune teller, just giving information, not warranties 

indication, so, the people be taken upon their perceive.  

The receiving is contrasts, white reflected light be cool, black collected the light, 

be hot, so, use it according to the specifications.  

Being on reality, explaining, grounding, and reasoning on science, for 

individual on medical discipline, then you will not making any fault. If you 

cannot define the evident according to a patient, be follow up, the up-to-the-minute 

be so sure to appear.   

Aa physician cannot cross out some evident, kept behind and later be more obvious 

to define.  

We must sure that, what will be done, sooner or later be happened. 

If you assume you will not have any remaining after your death, yes it is, if not 

left any remembrance, and heir, so you left noting. At your life if you left some 

values, this will be after your life, it is fresh.   

The Medical applications are a cumulation of years, thousand years of experience.  

Civilization is a combination of the practice; positive as example, bad ones for 

escaping lesson.  

Some people out of medical science, thus defines the reality on some fictional 

states, be aware and cut the communication with them. Apricot kernel contains 

cyanide, so assuming for healing cancer, thus, the dosage is low and not specific to 

tumor, so, this is a science fiction fact. In 1926 a physician established a clinic, thus 
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closed in 1928, not any treatment performed, even himself is died. Thus at internet 

it is advised for treatment in 1920’s.   

Fabrication and fitting a medical treatment is mostly encountered, thus even thy 

believe but not any statistical evident, even not any case report, just hoping to do. 

Oleander is very toxic, the people is going to die, so, malignancy be ended. Aspirin 

can find at willow branch extract, thus, no one advice to drink willow branch tea, 

that will be toxic.  

If you are in dreams and epic concept, you are far away of the reality. Being 

on reality, on evidence, is not so simple for evaluating, discussion, reasoning on 

science is not so easy, most people explains it to phantasies.   

Especially at the Intensive Care Unit team, when a member explains the evident as 

epic aspect, immediately be dismissed from the team, group.  

If someone is on science fiction, thus, to be on medical science, so hard, nearly 

impossible.  

If you want to find science, it is east, west, up and down, everywhere, you are 

in a creation, you are in it, like gravity an example. Being aware of that, 

everything, the creation on atoms and energy, so, we are in it.   

The medical procedures are completely on science, thus, there is individual 

specifications and differentiation, also be in medical discipline.  

Phantasies and science fictions are the desires, thus not be on reality.  

Simply, you desire, it will be happened, thus, it must be on reality, if science 

fiction, not be happened, and later on cruel act, your oppression will be. Desires 

is personal demands, thus, consent is given information individual acceptance, so, 

not any forceful act.   

Thoughts are same limits, if not be on, so, epic and science fiction be at work, thus 

the patient is on reality, be aware of it. 

At science fiction, first part is on reality thus later is like a dream.  

When the result is noticed, the application be so evaluable, thus the harm is 

obvious, the benefit be not quite so clear. A Human being is weak for estimation 

the future, so wise person, just indicated it can be or not be notification.   

Sometimes physician feeling as weak and ineffective, thus, must be at the medical 

application, at ethical principles.  

Physician cannot be indicated themselves as feeble and futile, just do what will be 

done.  

There is a noise at the earthquakes, you are sit still and save your body, late to 

escaping. The beating of heart is not noticed, you have seconds for resuscitation.  

There are some evident at the last notice, after this factors, it is happened, 

application be so late.  

If you are near the patient, you can resuscitate, by calling it is too late.  
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When a physician be not at medical science, just at epic application and 

phantasies, not getting any benefit, least cruel act. If you desire something, thus 

if not be at reality, the only way be on cruel, oppression, thus, not be also getting 

the result.   

A physician must their limit of action, not so aggressive or not so passive, being on 

what the patient required.  

Balancing the reality and requirement, is the main education subject at medicine as 

named ethical principles.  

Apocalypse is the time when there is no compensation and be curing 

application. When your hand is burn by fire, it is apocalypse, because the healing 

process required weeks, very painful.  

The dying of a patient is not an apocalypse, thus if you have something at medical 

practice and not to apply, and the patient died, this is an apocalypse.  

Ending of all, means be not any reasoning and grounding from medical science, 

just some fairy aspects, so, for a physician this is an end of remedy, an apocalypse.  

No one can be an exception from nature. Natural law be sure to happen, not be 

delayed and not be cancelled.   

Medical clinical procedures be surely on scientific applications, exceptions will 

have great harm.  

At infectious diseases contamination cannot make any exception, only for the care 

and serving them from protection.  

Some scientific inventions, years later more understandable and be accepted 

and be developed and advanced. Probiotics are incredibly old findings thus, 

recognised nearly for 10 years.   

Some natural concepts, as breastfeeding, later on be the ideal nutrition, so not be 

any infant milk be in replace it.  

Some inventions sometimes years later be understood, even the person is death, so, 

we can considered as immortal person, due to the invention.  

Some factors as if be benefit, thus in reality no, so, checking and following is 

essential. Some exceptions are unbelievable, so, not be in miracle consideration 

thus being in medical science is always in safe.   

Thus, at medical application, be considering the case is Human being, so, be in 

humanity kindness.  

If you want to be immortal, your value production, art and humanistic ideas, 

philosophy not be as lifelong, over the death.  

Education is not a learning one time, even up to last moment of life. Each case 

and patient a teacher, so learning so much, even all the life periods.   

Medical education for getting diplomas is for years, thus, being a profession is up 

to passing out.  

Be on medical science, so, not be alone, thus be advanced position.  
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This World is not only for living ones, but death ones are also our past, so we 

are here, by their genetic and social presence. If you respect and taken a lesson 

from ancestors, today you are safer. Be aware of liar, fairy tales, epic histories.   

Medical science develops especially from the death ones, but be real, on medical 

aspects.  

Being care of the living ones, thus, old ones past history can give us more lesson, 

then in theorem, thus not be epic ones.  

When your patient is died, you have to examine even the pathological findings, 

not to be encountered again, the patient be medically be a lesson. Each case as 

an example, positive for lesson, negative for warning.   

The most truth for living organisms is death, so, widely, and deeply examination, 

for overcoming the death reasons.  

Each patient is specific and unique one, so not being in consideration as a number 

in statistics.  

The results is what we performed, so, the responsibility to ourselves. In Court, 

the evaluation is about the criminal act, depending on written law, not individual 

desires so on.   

In medicine, physician act on medical practice is the evaluative factor, about 

discussion of the patient and the disease.  

Responsibility is individual, not in common, if you are at group, your consent is to 

joint or left, so, be aware.  

So much medical effort be performed, thus, the result will not be leading to 

health state, so, be ready for the worse condition. Precautions for the worse ones, 

so readiness is essential.  

Care and serve being not at the healthy state, thus even for the worse situations.  

Even after died, a new life started, thus, not alive thus be commemoration factor is 

in reality.  

Death person body is died, not the soul or social status, remembrance, and 

their philosophy be still active. Civilization be continuing the ideas, decisions and 

philosophy for advancing and progress at humanity.  

At medicine, patient is the source of the medical science, so even living or death 

person.  

Not at only living ones, medicine concerns even archeologically thousand years 

before ones being given more information.  

Each living organism, one day be died, so, arranging the other ones, behind 

the death person. Life continues, even after the death person, so, keeping them 

safe is the obligatory duty.   

Each medical staff, considering the death, so, in common, the society traditional 

regulations be allowed, not for the death person, thus be for the alive ones.  

Death is inevitable state, so, being healthy at life.  
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Sometimes, due to the great pain, death is demanding, thus, morphine be the 

choice, not the death. Being even at the war, not demanding to death, thus meaning 

not afraid of death, is not for death demanding.   

The main functioning of a physician is for healthy, not for dying.  

No one will demanding death, so healthy is the only way to perform.  

Living indicates as not be considering death, life means to be in healthy. 

Medicinal actions be first be care and serve the healthy status, later controls, 

preventions of the estimated problems and last is the treatment.   

Each person at medicine be some advice, the consent is to themselves, so, being 

healthiness is the individual demands.  

Living is the concept of healthiness, so, aware from disease and from death.  

Death is only ending the body, the genetic, the philosophy and the actions, 

making remembrance will be vivid, if in goodness, if harm, try to be forgotten. 

Angel acts are wanted to be repeated, harm ones be for aware, thus, all are lesson.  

Each case reports, are sometimes beginning of medical scientific concept, thus, be 

repeated facts are required.  

Medical conferences are so important, good results be as an example, bad results 

for taken care and serve for precautions.  

A people cannot exactly knows the future, thus only be estimated the outcome, 

by scientific prediction. Being correctly any estimation, at scientific parameters is 

obvious.   

Each physician must informed the patient, what will be the disease, about the 

treating and non-treating duration, the expectation parameters, and later can take 

the consent.  

An expert being more accurate then non knowing ones.   

When near end, the most dangerous time for an mis-happenings. People are 

more anxious, for reaching quite early, so not considered the dangers, result is 

accident.   

If you will be in hurry, the method, whatever you are using, will be in danger. 

Process requires some time, if you cut before it is matured, not be useful, be waste 

material.  

Neonatology Consideration 
A newborn is an exact evident of the Creation, thus, being a member of the society 

and the Homo sapiens, sapiens.  

Each person is a member of humanity, so, education will be for the future.  

Newborn is the first step, so including the pregnancy, the most death ratio is 

encountered period, so, health is the obvious professional concept.  
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Conclusion 
The utmost reality of a living organism is being death. So, in general the new 

generations be mostly confirmed one, from plants and animals, Thus the at one 

genus formation, Homo sapiens, sapiens, Human being genetically form one ovum 

be not such transfusion, so, ethical, humanity consideration is taken before the 

cohort.  

What is left behind or mainly is, the values, the ideas and philosophies are at 

historical evident that be more than lifelong, as can be noticed as immortal.  

So, from medical and Neonatology perspective, from the words of Autor, this is in 

consideration with.  
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